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Abstract
Measures of the social cost of development finance institutions that receive
public funds (DFIs) help to check whether DFIs are good uses of public funds. Public
funds are well-spent—and social welfare is improved—if the social benefit of a DFI
exceeds the social cost. The term development finance institution encompasses not only
government development banks but also thousands of non-governmental microfinance
organizations worldwide that use matching grants to attempt to promote community
development, decentralization of power, and local empowerment. This paper describes
the measurement of costs but not of benefits, but, even without precise knowledge of
benefits, knowledge of costs can help to spend funds well. It is less expensive to measure
costs than benefits, and “cost calculations can provide a useful ‘reality check’ on
proposed interventions. Whatever the true [unknown] size of external benefits, the
government must judge that at a minimum the external benefit exceeds this cost for the
intervention to be worth undertaking” (Devarajan, Squire, and Suthiwart-Narueput,
1997, p. 40).
This paper presents two measures of social cost. The first is the Subsidy
Dependence Index (SDI). The SDI does not discount flows, so it works best in short
time frames or when the rate of time preference is low. The SDI is the ratio of subsidy
received to revenue from loans. Subsidy is defined as the social cost of the public funds
used to run a DFI. The measure of subsidy can also be used to adjust common
measures of financial performance such as Return on Equity (ROE) or Return on
Assets (ROA).
viii

The second measure is the Net Present Cost to Society (NPCS). Like standard
present-value measures, the NPCS discounts cash flows and works in any time frame.
The SDI and the NPCS are useful because common financial ratios—such as
ROE—may hide the true performance of DFIs because their measures of cost may not
reflect social opportunity costs. The SDI and the NPCS shift the paradigm from
reported (accounting) costs—much of which are routinely subsidized—to opportunity
(economic) costs. The two measures proposed here use standard tools of project
analysis to answer questions from the point of view of society. The questions and
answers also matter to governments and donors who care about sustainability. A
sustainable DFI can meet its goals now and in the long term. Sustainability improves
social welfare if the consequent long-term increase in the length, breadth, scope, and
quality of outreach compensate for the short-term increases in costs borne by the target
group. By definition, a subsidy-independent DFI has no social cost in financial terms.
The SDI and the NPCS are simple tools, and their results are only as good as
their data and assumptions. Like other yardsticks, they help to establish benchmarks,
to chart trends, and to compare a DFI with peers with identical clients and services.
The measurement of the social cost of public DFIs matters because funds
earmarked for development are scarce. Subsidies for DFIs are not bad unless they could
improve social welfare more somewhere else. The measurement of social cost as
described in this paper is a necessary first step toward wiser use of public funds.

ix

1. Introduction

1.1 Why measure the social cost of public DFIs?
For decades, governments and donors have tried to improve social welfare
through public support for development finance institutions (DFIs). As with all projects
that use public funds, public DFIs are worthwhile in principle only if their social
benefits exceed their social costs. In practice, it is so expensive to measure social
benefits that a full-blown social cost-benefit analysis (CBA) cannot be done each time a
choice must be made to spend public funds on a DFI. A less-expensive alternative to
CBA is a simple measure of social cost. Social cost is defined as the opportunity cost of
public resources used by a DFI. It is the opportunity cost to society of the public funds
used by a DFI less what the DFI could pay for those funds and still show a profit. A
DFI with no social cost is subsidy independent.
This paper presents two measures of social cost. The first is the Subsidy
Dependence Index (SDI) proposed by Yaron (1992a and 1992b). The second is the Net
Present Cost to society (NPCS) proposed by Schreiner (1997) for the flows of public
funds between society and a DFI. The SDI works in short time frames such as a year.
Like all other standard present-value measures, the NPCS works in all time frames
because it discounts resource flows according to when they take place in time.

1

Common financial measures such as accounting profit or return on equity (ROE)
are based on prices paid as recorded in the accounts of the DFI, and these prices may
reflect market failures or non-market rules of governments or donors. In contrast, the
SDI and the NPCS are based on social opportunity costs, the social return those funds
would earn in their best use outside of DFIs. This paradigm shift matters because the
prices of public funds entrusted to a DFI as loans or equity are almost always set far
below the social opportunity cost. Likewise, DFIs often record grants (in-cash or inkind) as revenues. This practice lards profits but does not change business performance.
Such accounting window-dressing can hide the truth about the use of public funds by a
DFI and its economic subsidy dependence.
Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) take the opportunity cost of
equity as zero and ignore both low levels of inflation and the time value of money.
Thus, a DFI can boast of an accounting profit even as inflation shrinks its net worth in
real terms. A positive ROE does not always mean that a DFI can compensate society
for the opportunity cost of public funds.
The SDI and the NPCS resolve the problems of accounting-based measures
because they value funds at their opportunity costs. They help to check whether a DFI
uses public funds to increase or to decrease social welfare. A DFI increases social
welfare only if the net benefits from its use of public funds exceed the net benefits from
their use elsewhere.
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Measurement of the social cost of public support for DFIs matters because public
funds are scarce. New measures—such as the SDI and the NPCS—are needed; the old
ones fail to measure social costs well because they were designed to measure the
performance of private firms, not of public DFIs. The goal of the measurement of social
cost is not to end subsidies for DFIs; the goal is to put a price tag on DFIS to make
sure that subsidies for DFIs are the best way to improve social welfare.
Appropriate measurements of performance matter because DFIs use a big chunk
of the development budget. For example, the World Bank had loaned more than $30
billion for credit projects by 1989 (Von Pischke, 1991). Even if donor lending for DFIs
dwindles—which seems unlikely given the myriad specialized-credit programs
worldwide—the SDI and NPCS are still useful as measures of the social cost of the
explosion of public support for microfinance DFIs in the past decade. Microfinance
DFIs outnumber traditional public-sector DFIs; a 1996 survey of more than 200
microfinance DFIs found 13 million loans worth $7 billion and 45 million deposit
accounts worth $19 billion (Paxton, 1996). Some microfinance advocate hope to attract
more than $21.6 billion to extend microfinance to 100 million families in the next ten
years (RESULTS International, 1996). It behooves society to check whether the crusade
for microfinance siphons funds away from better ways to improve welfare (Box 1;
Mosley and Hulme, 1998; Buckley, 1997; Rogaly, 1996).
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Box 1: Social cost is the road not taken
The social cost of public resources used in a DFI is the benefit lost because
those resources were not used in another project. For example, the social cost as
measured by the SDI of the Caisse Nationale de Crèdit Agricole (CNCA), a rural
development bank in Morocco, was about $85 million a year. According to
Devarajan, Squire, and Suthiwart-Narueput (1997, p. 40), these subsidies “could
conceivably be justified on the grounds that the bank operated in an underserved
rural credit market and reached poor people. Although these benefits are hard to
quantify, assessing the cost of the subsidy is one way to ask whether this subsidy is a
good use of scarce public resources and to think about alternative uses. In this case,
CNCA’s annual subsidy amounted to about 20 percent of the recurrent budget for
primary education and 160 percent of the recurrent budget for basic health care. And
this in a country where social indicators were quite unsatisfactory—primary
enrollment is around 70 percent, and under-five mortality is about 80 deaths per
thousand live births.” Even without a full-blown CBA, the SDI can help to guide the
best mix of public investments among, as in this example, agricultural credit,
education, and preventative health care.

1.2 What is the Subsidy Dependence Index?
Yaron (1992a and 1992b) proposed a two-part framework of outreach and
sustainability that has become the most-common tool to measure the performance of
DFIs (e.g., Gonzalez-Vega, et al., 1997; Chaves and Gonzalez-Vega, 1996; Khandker,
1996; Christen, et al., 1995; Benjamin, 1994; Yaron, 1994; Hossain, 1988).
The SDI is a summary measure of sustainability. It is the ratio of subsidy
received by a DFI to revenue from loans to the target group; it indicates whether a DFI
could compensate society for the opportunity cost of public funds used in a short time
frame and still show a profit. Such a DFI is called subsidy-independent.
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The SDI looks at social cost; the second half of the framework—outreach—looks
at social benefit. Outreach has six aspects (Schreiner, 1999a): worth to users, cost to
users, breadth, length, depth, and scope of the output of a DFI.
The SDI relates to subsidy in two ways. First, the SDI provides a framework to
measure subsidy as the social opportunity cost of the public funds held by the DFI in a
short time frame such as one year, minus the price the DFI paid, minus (plus)
accounting profit (loss). Thus, subsidy is the implicit “rental cost” of public resources,
minus the rented funds that were lost and thus cannot be returned. Subsidy is positive
for a subsidy-dependent DFI and negative for a subsidy-independent DFI.
Second, the SDI is a ratio that uses the measurement of subsidy as its numerator
and revenue from loans in its denominator. The ratio can be seen as the percentage
change in the yield on loans that, all else constant, would make the DFI subsidyindependent. It may also be seen as the matching grant (subsidy in the numerator)
awarded to the DFI by society for each dollar revenue from of interest and fees
obtained from borrowers (revenue from loans in the denominator).
The subsidy measure in the SDI can also be transformed into a SubsidyAdjusted ROE (SAROE). As shown later, the two measures are equivalent in that the
SDI is negative if and only if an SAROE would exceed the social opportunity cost. The
measure of subsidy in the SDI has features like those of Economic Value Added (EVA),
a popular new measure of the financial performance of for-profit firms (Box 2).
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Box 2: EVA, subsidy for for-profit firms
The concept of the measurement of performance as opportunity cost less
profit is not unique to DFIs, having long been a staple in the analysis of not-forprofit hospitals (Jennings, 1993; Wheeler and Clement, 1990; Conrad, 1986 and 1984;
Pauly, 1986; Silvers and Kauer, 1986). Nor is the concept unique to not-for-profits.
For-profit firms—“lost in ever darker muddles of accounting” (Tully, 1993)—have
turned to measures based on opportunity cost because measures such as accounting
profit and ROE do not tell owners whether a firm increases private wealth, just as
they do not tell policy makers whether a DFI increases social welfare.
Subsidy in the SDI is analogous to the concept of Economic Value Added
(EVA), a new performance measure used by for-profit firms (The Economist, 1997).
EVA is after-tax profit minus the economic cost of funds used. If EVA is positive,
then the firm created financial value for its owners; likewise, if subsidy is negative,
then the DFI created financial value for society.
EVA is useful to stockholders because “stock prices track EVA far more
closely than they track such popular measures as earnings per share or operating
margins or ROE. That is because EVA shows what investors really care about—the
net cash return on their capital—rather than some other type of performance viewed
through the often distorting lens of accounting rules” (Tully, 1993).
Wal-Mart, Coca-Cola, AT&T, and Proctor & Gamble use EVA because,
unlike standard accounting measures, EVA accounts for the total cost of capital.
One analyst said, “Capital looks free to a lot of managers. It doesn’t look free to
investors who hand them the money” (Tully, 1993). Just as EVA reminds managers
of for-profit firms of opportunity costs to investors, the SDI reminds managers of
DFIs of opportunity costs to society.
Like the SDI, a strength of EVA is its ease of use. Better measures—such as
Net Present Value for stockholders and the Net Present Cost to Society—use
discounting, but they are used less because they are more complex.
Measurement with the SDI or EVA boost performance and ratchet standards
up a notch. One CFO said, “The effect is staggering. ‘Good’ is no longer positive
operating earnings. It’s only when you beat the cost of capital” (Tully, 1993).
Like the SDI, EVA “is powerful and widely applicable because in the end it
doesn’t prescribe doing anything. . . . Instead, it is a way to see and understand
what is really happening” (Tully, 1993).
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1.2.1 What are the strengths of the SDI?
The SDI has thirteen strengths. First, it quantifies subsidy and shows the extent
of subsidy dependence. Often governments and donors do not know just how much their
support for DFIs costs society because much of the subsidy is not in terms of explicit
cash flows from the public purse to the DFI. Knowledge of subsidies is needed to
compare support for DFIs with other uses of public funds.
Second, the SDI compares subsidy with revenue from loans. This ratio can be
seen as a matching grant, the amount of subsidy awarded to the DFI by society for
each dollar of interest paid by borrowers. Third, the SDI is a measure of subsidy
dependence through time. Whether or not a DFI can declare complete subsidy
independence, it can always strive to improve. Fourth, a negative SDI implies an
SAROE higher than the social opportunity cost. This patches the weaknesses in the
common framework based on unadjusted ROE. Fifth, the SDI shifts the paradigm from
accounting costs to opportunity costs because accounting costs are often distorted by
subsidies. Sixth, the SDI highlights the possibility of covering costs with revenue from
loans. Seventh, although the SDI does not measure benefits, which is expensive, it does
measure costs, which is less expensive. Eighth, the SDI is simple—if the financial data
of the DFI conform with GAAP—and well-known. Ninth, the use of the SDI can induce
a disciplined approach to the judgement of the social costs of public support for DFIs.
Tenth, because the data needed for the SDI should be easy to extract, the use of the
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SDI can highlight specific improvements that should be introduced in the accounting
systems. Eleventh, the SDI can help in the analysis of the sources and uses of subsidy
(Yaron, 1992b, p. 24). Twelfth, the SDI can be used to make sense of pro forma
financial statements of subsidized DFIs and as a planning tool to set goals for changes
in subsidy dependence through time. Thirteenth and finally, the SDI—unlike the
SAROE—worsens if DFIs keep profit constant but shift resources away from loans to
the target group and toward other investments such as government bonds.
1.2.2 What are the limitations of the SDI?
The SDI has at least two limitations. The SDI answers an important
question—whether a DFI could compensate society for the opportunity cost of its funds
and still show a profit—but it does not answer all the important questions.
First, the SDI does not discount flows of funds. This is not a difficulty in short
time frames (such as one year) with low inflation. But not all time frames are short,
and inflation can be high. For example, suppose governments or donors need to choose
whether to start a new DFI from scratch. To inform this choice, they might ask
whether an existing DFI would have been judged as subsidy-independent from its birth,
had its eventual performance been known at its birth. Or they might want to plan their
support so that projected performance in a long time frame meets a goal (Helms, 1997).
After all, newborn DFIs, just like all newborn firms, lose money until time and growth
spread start-up costs and hone technology. Like private investors who judge firms by
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their net present value, governments and donors must judge DFIs not only in their first
year, not only in the most recent year, and not only in the next year, but also all
through their whole lifetimes. Of course, pro forma data may have a wide margin or
error, but society should follow the lead of private investors, who find that explicit
present-value analysis is useful even if based on data of somewhat doubtful quality.
Second, the SDI indicates subsidy independence but not self-sustainability (Box
3). A subsidy-independent DFI could pay the social opportunity cost of its funds and
still show a profit; a self-sustainable DFI can meet its goals now and in the long term.
Subsidy independence may not guarantee self-sustainability. For example, private
opportunity costs may exceed social opportunity costs, so a subsidy-independent DFI
might not be able to pay market prices for private funds and still show a profit, should
sources of public funds dry up. Also, a subsidy-independent DFI may fail to meet its
goals in the long term, for example, if it drifts from its development mission. Of course,
the SDI—like all performance measures—indicates subsidy independence in the past,
not in the future. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

1.3 What is Net Present Cost to Society?
The NPCS answers the question: What benefits did society lose because it
entrusted public funds to a DFI rather than to some other project? Like the SDI, the
NPCS uses the social opportunity cost. Unlike the SDI, the NPCS discounts flows.
Doscounting matters more and more as a time frame lengthens.
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Box 3: Social worthwhileness, subsidy
independence, private profitability, and
self-sustainability
The four concepts of social worthwhileness, subsidy independence, private
profitability, and self-sustainability are distinct (Schreiner, 1997). A socially
worthwhile DFI has social benefits that exceed costs in present-value terms. A
subsidy-independent DFI could pay the social opportunity cost of public funds and
still show a profit. A privately profitable DFI could pay the private opportunity cost
of all funds and still show a profit. A self-sustainable DFI could meet its goals now
and in the long term.
Social worthwhileness matters because public support for DFIs aims to
improve social welfare. Subsidy independence matters because, if customers benefit
from a DFI and if there are no external social costs, then zero social cost implies
social worthwhileness. Private profitability matters because, if public funds are
limited, then DFIs will be few and small unless private investors use their own funds
to buy DFIs or to start new ones from scratch. Finally, self-sustainability matters
because society cares about improved welfare both now and in the future.
Subsidy independence is necessary and sufficient for private profitability only
if the social opportunity cost equals or exceeds the private opportunity cost. Private
profitability is needed, however, for self-sustainability. Privately profitable DFIs may
also improve social welfare more than subsidy-dependent DFIs (Schreiner, 1999a;
Mosley and Hulme, 1998; Chaves and Gonzalez-Vega, 1996; Rosenberg, 1996; Yaron,
1994). Privately profitable DFIs may also attract private funds and thus produce
more development finance at less cost to the public purse (Rosenberg, 1994).
While private profitability is needed for self-sustainability, it does not
guarantee it. Self-sustainability also requires a host of other non-financial qualities
such as organizational strength, efficient technology, a consistent structure of
incentives to give stakeholders reasons to act in the interests of the mission of the
DFI, and rules that build-in flexibility to adjust through time (Schmidt, 1997;
Schreiner, 1995). An investor—whether public or private—that contemplates the
purchase of a DFI should check more than just past financial performance because
future success depends greatly on intangible, non-financial assets.
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The NPCS complements the SDI. To match the practice of the SDI, the NPCS
adds financial flows from society to the DFI and subtracts financial flows from the DFI
to society, so the NPCS is the negative of Net Present Value, a basic yardstick in
finance and economics.
Both Net Present Value and the NPCS answer the same questions and are
derived from standard benefit-cost theory (Gittinger, 1982). The two measures have the
same magnitude and opposite signs. If customers get more benefits than costs and if
non-customers do not bear any costs, then a DFI started from scratch that is
equivalent to a DFI with a negative NPCS would be expected to be a good social
investment. Likewise, a DFI with a negative NPCS seen from now on is a good social
investment from now on.
Wise use of the NPCS recognizes three facts. First, the NPCS is not just the sum
of SDIs through a span of years. Second, a negative NPCS as seen from now on does
not necessarily imply a negative NPCS as seen from birth. Because past costs are sunk,
public support for a DFI from now on may make sense even though it would not have
made sense had future performance been known at the time of birth. Third, the NPCS
ignores benefits and costs to non-customers. If these benefits exceed these costs, then a
DFI with a positive NPCS (or a positive SDI) could still be a good use of public funds.
The analysis of the performance of a public DFI can still take externalities into
account, if data are available or inexpensive to collect, relative to the gain in the
precision of the overall measurement of benefits and costs.
11

1.4 Is the SDI redundant?
Unlike the SDI, the NPCS discounts flows. Thus, the NPCS measures social cost
better than the SDI, especially in long time frames or when the social rate of time
preference is high. All else constant, society would be better off if it judged DFIs not
only with the SDI but also with the NPCS, especially in long time frames. Still, the SDI
is far from redundant for three reasons. First, the SDI is slightly easier to compute than
the one-year case of the NPCS. Second, the extra accuracy due to discounting in the
one-year case of the NPCS may be dwarfed by the inaccuracies of the basic data and by
the coarse assumptions used by both the SDI and the NPCS in the attempt to fit data
based on GAAP accounting into a economic framework. Third and most important,
many people already are familiar with ROE, so the SDI is useful in its guise as a
Subsidy-Adjusted ROE.
Because the NPCS discounts cash flows and the SDI does not, the two measures
do not answer the same question. Society might ask about social cost (or the SubsidyAdjusted ROE) of a DFI in a short time frame, and the answer is contained in the SDI.
Society might also ask about social cost in long time frames, and the answer is the
NPCS. Both questions and answers matter, and both the SDI and the NPCS are the
right tools for their own distinct purposes.
Neither the SDI nor the NPCS answers all questions about the performance of a
DFI. The two measures inform some questions, but they do not inform all questions,
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nor do they fully inform any single question. Like all financial ratios, the SDI and the
NPCS do not tell directly why performance is good or bad, nor do they tell directly how
to improve. Other quantitative indicators and qualitative analysis still have a role in
the full assessment of the performance of public DFIs. In particular, further analysis
and even full-blown benefit-cost analysis might be desirable in some circumstances,
although the high cost of these types of analyses is likely to make them rare.

1.5 What does the rest of the paper cover?
Chapter 2 discusses why DFIs exist and why society would want to measure
their performance.
Chapter 3 presents the formula of the SDI in terms of the basic accounts of a set
of financial statements for an example DFI. It also has numerical examples and
discusses what the SDI means. It shows how the measure of subsidy in the SDI can also
be transformed into a Subsidy-Adjusted ROE.
Chapter 4 derives the NPCS and gives numerical examples. It also shows that
the one-year case of the NPCS is not the same as the SDI.
Chapter 5 emphasizes that the SDI and the NPCS are only as good as their data
and assumptions. It notes pitfalls in their calculation, especially the need to adjust
financial statements to reflect the repayment risk of outstanding loans and to purge the
effects of inflation.
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Chapter 6 reviews three recent attempts to modify the SDI or to use other
standards to judge the performance of public DFIs. It makes explicit the questions
answered by these new proposals and argues that their use does not lead to a better
understanding of the social cost of public DFIs.
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2. Why measure the social cost of public DFIs?
The measurement of the social cost of public DFIs matters because public funds
budgeted for development are scarce. The poor can use loans and deposits, but they can
also use more and/or better food, water, air, health, clothes, houses, schools, roads,
fuels, skills, tools, laws, markets, and/or safety. The SDI and the NPCS are two
measures of social cost. Neither the SDI nor the NPCS is equivalent to social CBA, but
both measures are linked to self-sustainability and to social welfare.
Oversight of public DFIs is needed because the people who work for governments
and donors and who choose to support DFIs with public funds do not bear most of the
costs and benefits of that choice. Instead, costs and benefits accrue to taxpayers
(because they provide public funds), customers of the DFI (from the use of services),
and non-customers (from displacement by customers and from the loss of benefits from
projects left unfunded). Oversight is also needed because DFIs tempt governments and
donors more than most development projects because they involve self-help not with
gifts but with loans (Mosley and Hulme, 1998). Measurement of the social cost of public
DFIs aims to help to align private incentives with the public good.
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2.1 What is a public DFI?
A public DFI is a financial intermediary that aims to improve social welfare and
that gets some resources from governments or donors. A public DFI may be owned by
the state and thus receive public resources as equity, but it may also have private
owners (or no owners) and receive public resources as gifts or loans. Public funds
entrusted to a DFI are subsidized because the unfettered market would charge more. If
not, then the DFI would refuse public funds and go straight to the market on its own.
By the same logic, a DFI subsidizes its clients. If services from a public DFI were
costlier than identical services from the market, then clients would eschew the DFI.

2.2 Who bears the costs and who reaps the benefits of DFIs?
Society—all the people in the world or all the people in a country—bears the
cost of public DFIs. Subsidies to one person are taxes to another. Furthermore, funds
spent on a DFI are funds not spent to improve welfare in some other way. The direct or
primary benefits of a public DFI accrue to its clients. Although indirect or secondary
costs and benefits to non-clients and to the employees of the DFI, governments, and
donors may be large, they are also very difficult to measure, so this paper ignores them.
If there are no externalities, then there is no need to measure social costs and
benefits when private people transfer their own funds to a DFI. It is safe to assume that
private people look out for their own good and thus weigh benefits and costs as they see
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them. In contrast, there is a need to measure social costs and benefits when
governments and donors transfer funds to DFIs. Public servants do not always look out
for the public good (Stiglitz, 1998; Tollison, 1984). Analysis is warranted because the
group that bears the costs is not the group that gets the benefits (Brent, 1996).
Worse, the choice to subsidize DFIs may be in the hands of the very same
employees who stand to gain from the subsidies because more funds for DFIs maintains
their jobs, fosters promotions, and expands their influence. This group is small,
organized, and vocal. Each member may have a lot to gain from channeling more
subsidies to DFIs. Furthermore, the subsidies linked to loans from DFIs may attract
rich people. If loans are big so that subsidies are big, rich people may find it worthwhile
to press for more public funds for DFIs. For example, rich farmers and their lobbies
sought and received big subsidies from agricultural DFIs all over the world (Adams,
Graham, and Von Pischke, 1984).
In contrast, the groups who bear the brunt of the costs of public DFIs are
taxpayers and non-clients left unhelped by projects left unfunded. These groups are big,
dispersed, and silent. The small cost to each member of the group means that it is not
worth their effort to press for cuts in public support for DFIs.
Because changes in personal welfare caused by public support for DFIs are not
perfectly aligned with changes in social welfare, industry lobbies and employees of
governments, donors, and DFIs may be tempted to crusade for DFIs even if DFIs are
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not the best way to improve social welfare. Alternatively, policy makers may lack the
tools or the data to check whether a DFI improves social welfare. The decision makers
must be watched because they may get benefits without bearing the costs. The
measurement of costs can help to remind them of the worth of public funds in DFIs
versus in alternative uses.

2.3 How do public DFIs differ from other public projects?
Public DFIs resemble most other projects that get public funds. The people who
bear the costs are not the same people who get the benefits, and there are small groups
whose jobs and rents depend on more funds. DFIs also hold an uncommonly tempting
promise of development potential because they work with financial capital, a factor
often seen as a constraint on development. DFIs transfer control over assets, and the
poor are poor because they lack the assets that produce income (Sherraden, 1991). DFIs
are also politically correct. They do not give money away; they lend it at interest. Few
dare oppose helping others help themselves.
DFIs are different from other public development projects in their unusual
susceptibility to abuse. The benefits of DFIs for clients are easy to see, but costs are
often obscure. No one can argue with the worth of a loan that helps an orphan married
at 12 and abandoned at 13 to buy land and to send her child to school (RESULTS
International, 1996). In contrast, even skilled financial analysts often overlook the
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opportunity costs of a public DFI or the erosion of the real value of its equity. Measures
of cost can help decision makers to remember not only the faces of a few recipients but
also the faceless millions who do not get projects because funds go to DFIs. The choice
is not between a public DFI or nothing at all; the choice is between a public DFI or
some other project to improve welfare.
DFIs are also susceptible to abuse because, on the surface, making loans requires
only money. Compared with other development projects, DFIs are easy to start and to
run because anyone with money—regardless of technical expertise—can make loans
(Ladman and Tinnermeier, 1981).
DFIs may also attract—from a social point of view—too much donor funds
because they can absorb and disburse funds fast. It can be easier to lend than to spend,
especially if repayment is not a concern (Von Pischke, 1991). Public support for DFIs
may also offer politicians a convenient way to hide transfers of wealth (Ladman and
Tinnermeier, 1981). To sum up, the potential for the abuse of a DFI is high.

2.4 Why does society subsidize DFIs?
Society subsidizes DFIs to improve social welfare (YB&P, 1997). The social
benefit is the extra utility of clients with the DFI versus without it. The social cost is
the benefit lost because the DFI was funded instead of something else.
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In principle, a market failure is required for public DFIs to improve social
welfare. A market failure is when competition fails to lead to a socially efficient
outcome (Besley, 1994). This happens when a movement from the status quo would
improve social welfare but no private entity can capture enough of the gains to recoup
its costs. The market fails because the best private choice is not also the best social
choice. In principle, someone could be made better off and no one would be worse off.
In practice, market failures plague financial markets (Stiglitz, 1993). But market
failure, though needed to justify public intervention, is not enough. DFIs can be
justified only if they mitigate a market failure so well that the benefits due to the
intervention exceed the costs due to the intervention. Even in the absence of market
failure, a public DFI might be the best way to reach a social goal, for example if no
other tool address an important social concern as efficiently (YB&P, 1997).
DFIs venture where the market failed, and to find good borrowers shunned by
private lenders is a difficult task. Through adjustments to the ways in which they judge
and control risk, some DFIs have found profitable ways to make loans and to get
repaid without traditional collateral. Often, the most successful DFIs are those most
concerned about the measurement of their costs.
In the past, DFIs have often backfired, and they may even have hurt those they
meant to help (YB&P, 1997; Hulme and Mosley, 1996; Krahnen and Schmidt, 1994;
Adams, Graham, and Von Pischke, 1984). “In practice, DFIs found it difficult to
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finance projects with high economic but low financial rates of return and to remain
financially viable at the same time” (World Bank, 1989, p. 106). Subsidies grew,
strained budgets, and failed to strengthen the DFIs so that they could survive without
subsidies. For example, Mexico put more than $23 billion in 1992 dollars in agricultural
DFIs from 1983-1992 before budget cuts forced a decrease (World Bank, 1994).
Of course, some DFIs are good and do mitigate market failures. But some other
DFIs may waste scarce funds or exacerbate market failures. The theory is clear; if there
is a market failure, then a DFI might have scope to improve social welfare. In practice,
however, market failure alone is not enough to justify a DFI because DFIs themselves
have costs and can disrupt markets. Government failure may wreck attempts to fix
market failure, or a DFI might be inefficient. To choose well, society must measure
costs, and perhaps also benefits (Devarajan, Squire, and Suthiwart-Narueput, 1997).
A DFI is only one of a number of possibly complementary ways to improve
welfare through reduced poverty and increased incomes. According to Lipton and
Ravaillon (1995, p. 2630), “Chronic poverty does not appear to be due mainly to
‘market failure’ in credit or other markets, but rather to low factor productivity and
low endowments-per-person of non-labor factors.”
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2.5 How can society measure the benefits of DFIs?
The benefits of DFIs are the extra welfare of clients with a DFI versus without.
The comparison is not before-and-after but rather with-and-without. A before-and-after
comparison does not control for the changes in welfare that would have happened
regardless of access to the DFI (Gittinger, 1982). The problem is to know what would
have happened without the DFI, the standard counter-factual problem. This requires a
control group: people who cannot choose to use the DFI but who are just like the people
who can choose to use it in all ways. Getting a control group usually requires random
assignment of access to a DFI (or random assignment of qualified applicants), but such
social experiments consume large amounts of funds, time, and expertise and are still
subject to potentially debilitating critiques (Heckman and Smith, 1995). The only social
experiment with random assignment ever in development finance tests the effects of
access to Individual Development Accounts and is currently taking place in Tulsa,
Oklahoma (Schreiner, 2000a; Sherraden, et al., 2000).
Without a control group, there is no inexpensive way to measure the impact of a
DFI. For example, a dollar from a DFI is the same as a dollar from any other source.
This fungibility of money means that, without a control group, the analyst cannot know
if the loan caused an observed outcome or if the outcome would have happened anyway
(Adams, 1988; Adams and Von Pischke, 1992; David and Meyer, 1983; Von Pischke
and Adams, 1980). Once the difficulties caused by fungibility became clear and widely
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accepted, serious work to measure the benefits of DFIs went dormant. While fungibility
does indeed wreck before-and-after comparisons, it does not affect with-and-without
comparisons between randomly assigned treatment and control groups because random
assignment controls for all other factors that might affect outcomes. While good
measurements cost a lot and while wrong measurements could be worse than no
measurements, it does not follow that no one should try to make good measurements.
In the absence of random assignment, the measurement of the benefits of a DFI
is similar to program evaluation with non-experimental data. Econometricians have
grappled with this problem for at least 30 years (Moffitt, 1991). Their research has
concluded that the analyst must control for the systematic differences—whether
observed or unobserved—between clients and non-clients. Rigorous attempts to do this
for DFIs include, among others, Montgomery, Johnson, and Faisal (2000); Amin, Rai,
and Topa (1999); Coleman (1999); McKnelly and Dunford, (1998); Mosley and Hulme
(1998); Morduch (1998a); Pitt and Khandker (1998); Smith and Jain, (1998); Carter
and Olinto (1996); McKernan, (1996); Sial and Carter (1996); Lapar (1995); Bolnick
and Nelson (1990); Feder et al., (1990); and Carter (1989).
Without random assignment, a good control group is hard to find. Among the
people who have access to a DFI, the people who choose to use the DFI are not the
same as the people who choose not to use the DFI; the users are more likely to do well
regardless of the DFI, perhaps because they work more or accept higher risks. In
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contrast, the non-users likely would not do so well regardless of the DFI. Thus, simple
comparisons of users to non-users may overestimate the impact of the DFI.
Although the measurement of benefits is improving all the time, credible
measures are still incomplete and require a long time, a lot of skill, and a big budget.
Thus, it is too expensive to measure the benefits of all public DFIs (YB&P, 1997). Also,
while a study may estimate the impact of a DFI on one outcome, it is much more
difficult to estimate the impact of a DFI on all outcomes of interest.
In contrast, it is less expensive to measure costs. In most cases, the measurement
of costs but not benefits is a better use of resources than the measurement of both costs
and benefits. This is the basic premise behind cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) (Garber
and Phelps, 1997; Weinstein and Stason, 1977). Whereas CBA compares costs with
expensive-to-measure benefits, CEA compares costs with inexpensive-to-measure
outputs. Of course, CEA is not as useful as full-blown CBA. For example, CEA cannot
rank projects that do not produce the same outputs for the same customers. Also, CEA
cannot tell whether benefits exceed costs. Examples of CEA for development finance are
Morduch (1999), Schreiner (1997), Binswanger and Khandker (1995) and Gale (1991).
CEA is the essence of the measurement of the cost of public provision, suggested by
Devarajan, Squire, and Suthiwart-Narueput (1997) as one of two keys for better project
appraisal.
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Of course, the fact that the measurement of costs is less expensive than the
measurement of benefits does not mean that only costs matter to the exclusion of
benefits. It just means that in discussions of the social worth of DFIs, analysts will
often be able to be more explicit about costs than about benefits. Choices about what
public projects to fund ultimately must rely on informed judgements of both costs and
benefits, even if knowledge of costs is better than knowledge of benefits.

2.6 What is the opportunity cost to society of public funds used
by DFIs?
The social cost of a public DFI is the return its public funds could get in their
best other use. This return is called the opportunity cost, the efficiency price, or the
shadow price. A dollar used on one thing cannot be used on something else.
The most important parameter in the measurement of the social cost of public
DFIs is the opportunity cost to society of public funds. The choice of an appropriate
opportunity cost will often drive the main results of the analysis. This parameter is so
expensive to measure that the analyst must choose a proxy or simply make an
assumption. While there are no foolproof rules, this section provides some criteria and
guidelines for the choice.
2.6.1 Are social and private opportunity costs the same?
Social and private opportunity costs are not the same. For both society and for
private entities, the opportunity cost is the return that funds could earn in a use of
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similar risk. But social and private opportunity costs may diverge for two reasons.
First, public and private investors do not in general have the same opportunities,
budget, or constraints. For example, public funds earmarked for development must be
spent on development projects. Private investors have no such constraint.
Second, private and social costs and benefits may diverge due to market failures
caused by externalities, public goods, transaction costs, principal-agent problems,
and/or information asymmetries. Private investors count only their own costs and
benefits. As a result, they may ignore some projects with low private returns but high
social returns. In contrast, public entities should count all costs and benefits to all
people in society. Of course, the existence of market failure does not necessarily justify
public intervention (Besley, 1994).
In general, the social opportunity cost is at least as high as the private
opportunity cost, because society accounts for benefits to all people, while private
people only account for their own benefits. Furthermore, if a private project has higher
returns than a public one, society can always invest in it as if it were a private owner
(Jennings, 1993).
2.6.2 Are social or private opportunity costs the same as the price paid by a
DFI for public funds?
Neither social nor private opportunity costs are necessarily equal to the price
paid by a DFI for public funds. The prices of public funds are set most often not by
market feedback but by administrative fiat. For example, one multi-lateral donor has
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made loans to DFIs with grace periods of 5 years, terms of 40 years, and interest rates
of 1 percent. The price of this public debt did not depend on its social opportunity cost,
on the expected risk of the DFI, nor on the rates and terms of a like loan in the market.
Because the price of public funds does not reflect opportunity costs, measures such as
accounting profit and ROE do not reflect the performance of a public DFI from a social
nor private point of view.
2.6.3 Do public funds as equity have the same opportunity cost as public
funds as debt?
Public funds labeled as equity in a DFI do not necessarily have the same
opportunity cost as public funds labeled as debt because equity does not have a fixed
repayment obligation. In general, equity is riskier than debt, so the opportunity cost of
equity exceeds that of debt. Appendix 1 reviews a simple method developed by
Benjamin (1994) to approximate the private opportunity costs of debt and equity.
For society, debt and equity are the same for DFIs that are completely stateowned or that have explicit or implicit state guarantees for all of their debt. The
examples here assume that the DFI is completely state-owned, although most
microfinance DFIs are not state-owned and do not enjoy state guarantees on their debt.
If a DFI can take deposits, then it might replace public debt with deposits
instead of with private debt. In this case, the private opportunity cost of public debt
would be the interest rate paid on deposits plus a mark-up for the expected increases in
the cost of administration and reserve requirements. Still, loans from banks would often
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replace public debt. In general, deposits will cost more and the DFI will be more likely
to use debt rather than deposits as the DFI is newer and smaller, as it has less
experience with deposits, as it is seen as risky by potential depositors, as it has more
debt compared with equity, as it has more competition, and as it has more public funds
to replace. Many DFIs—and certainly most microfinance DFIs—cannot replace public
funds with private deposits because they are not licensed to take deposits.
2.6.4. What are proxies for the social opportunity cost of public funds?
In practice, it is so expensive to measure the social opportunity cost of public
funds that less-expensive proxies are used. In some cases, governments or donors will
have estimates of the return to some unfunded project. But because project analysis
itself is costly and is subject to diminishing returns, returns for all funded and unfunded
projects will not be known. Furthermore, in practice some projects are funded for
reasons other than their high net social benefits. If governments, donors, and their
employees are risk averse, then safe but low-return projects may get funded before risky
but high-return projects. With a budget constraint, the best projects should be chosen
until funds run out.
The goal of the choice of a social opportunity cost is to measure costs well so as
to help to spend public funds better. The choice has four criteria. First, the number
should be meaningful, that is, credibly close to the true opportunity cost. Second, all
public-sector analyses should use the same opportunity cost because all public projects
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compete for public funds and because comparisons across projects require the use of a
uniform opportunity cost. Third, higher rates are preferred to lower rates, all else
constant. This protects society from those who would use low rates to give a false sense
of rigor to support their pet projects. Fourth, the rate chosen must be credible.
Disagreements about the social opportunity cost sidetrack project analyses more than
any other issue.
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Nominal social opp. cost, m
Marginal return on public project

m
Private opp. cost

m*
Ten percent real=0.1+
Deposit interest rate
Inflation
0

Marginal cost of public funds

Q

Q*
Amount of funds, Q

Figure 1: Five possible proxies of the social opportunity cost

Figure 1 illustrates five possible proxies of the social opportunity cost. The
horizontal axis is the amount of funds Q. The vertical axis is the nominal social
opportunity cost m. As the amount Q increases, the marginal cost of public funds m
increases, and the marginal return on public projects decreases. Except for the signs of
their slopes, the curves are drawn arbitrarily and are assumed to include all factors
that matter for social costs and benefits, for example the monopoly of the government
in the sale of riskless bonds due to its monopoly on the creation of legal tender.
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2.6.4.1 Zero
Analyses that ignore opportunity costs implicitly assume a zero nominal social
opportunity cost. With positive inflation, this implies a negative real social opportunity
cost because real rates r are linked to inflation  and to nominal rates R through r 
(R  ) / (1 + ). Negative opportunity costs are not credible because the net benefits
of the marginal project are positive.
2.6.4.2 The rate of inflation
A second possible proxy for the nominal social opportunity cost is inflation .
Given positive inflation, then the real social opportunity cost is zero. This is too low
(Mishan, 1988; Dasgupta and Pearce, 1978), in part because it implies that benefits in
the present are not preferred to benefits in the future. Some frameworks, however, do
use inflation as the nominal social opportunity cost (Rosenberg, Christen, and Helms,
1997; Holtmann and Mommartz, 1996).
2.6.4.3 The rate of interest on deposits
A third possible proxy is the interest rate for treasury bills or, equivalently, the
rate paid for time deposits by state-owned DFIs plus a mark-up for the expected cost of
administration and reserve requirements, commonly assumed to be about two to three
percentage points but adjustable to the specific case (Yaron, 1992b). Most examples of
the SDI use the deposit rate (e.g., Sacay, Randhawa, and Agabin, 1996; Khandker,
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Khalily, and Khan, 1995; Yaron, 1994). This assumes that the social benefit of the
marginal public project equals the marginal cost of funds to the state.
If public funds were raised and spent to the point where marginal cost equals
marginal benefit (Q*, m* in Figure 1) and if all other markets were perfectly
competitive, frictionless, and without information or transaction costs, then the deposit
interest rate would equal both social and private opportunity costs. In this equilibrium
case, the social opportunity cost is also a market rate, hence the symbol m.
In practice, all markets are not perfect. Instead, governments and donors have
limited budgets and more potentially high-return projects than they can fund. In this
disequilibrium, the cost of funds raised and spent at Q is not the same as the return on
the marginal project m. The deposit rate is often less than the social opportunity cost.
Thus, measures of subsidy that use the deposit rate are lower bounds (Yaron, 1992b).
2.6.4.4 Ten percent in real terms
A fourth possible proxy for the social opportunity cost is 10 percent per year in
real terms. This somewhat arbitrary rate is used by most governments and by the
World Bank as a uniform rule of thumb (Belli, 1996a; Katz and Welch, 1993; Gittinger,
1982). Like all of the proxies described here, it may be adjusted for risk, although that
is not the best way to analyze risk (Norgaard and Howarth, 1992; Markandya and
Pearce, 1991).
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If the real rate is r, then the nominal rate is r +  + r. Thus, the nominal rate
could be above or below the equilibrium rate m* in Figure 1. Usually, funds will run out
before projects with returns above 10 percent.
Although no one claims that 10 percent is particularly close to the true real rate
of return on the marginal public investment, the rate has been favored in practice for at
least three reasons. First, the true return on the marginal public investment is
unknown, and guesses as to its value inevitably lead to endless debates. Second,
compared with the known rates already discussed, 10 percent is a higher lower bound
on the true marginal social return. Quirk and Terasawa (1991) find that the marginal
return to public investment is probably much higher than 10 percent, and the estimates
of Ballard, Shoven, and Whalley (1985) imply a minimum social opportunity cost of 17
percent. Third, 10 percent is the number most widely used. This not only defuses
quibbles about its use, but it also allows cost comparisons across projects. This view
treats opportunity costs less as marginal returns and more as tools to allocate scarce
funds from a budget (Belli, 1996a).
Ten percent per year in real terms a lower bound for the social opportunity cost.
According to Belli (1996a, p. 148), “A discount rate lower than 10 percent might be
difficult to justify”. In particular, Gittinger (1982, p. 315) says that “financial rates of
interest, such as government borrowing rates or the prime lending rate, are generally
too low to justify their use in economic [from the point of view of society] analysis of
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projects. Indeed, when inflation is high, these rates may even be negative in real terms.”
The burden of proof for another opportunity cost rests on the analyst (Gittinger, 1982).
The examples in this paper use 10 percent because it is the highest credible lower
bound and because it helps to make analyses comparable across projects and countries.
2.6.4.5 The opportunity cost of funds to private entities
A fifth possible proxy for the social opportunity cost is the opportunity cost of
private entities. This is the risk-adjusted price to replace public funds with similar
funds from private sources. For example, the private opportunity cost of equity is the
return required to attract and to retain private investors in the long term. Likewise, the
private opportunity cost of public debt is what a DFI would pay for similar debt from
private lenders. Of course, private opportunity costs vary through time and among
DFIs due to differences in risk, leverage, and the local cost of funds. The market price
of funds in Figure 1 is drawn below the marginal return on public projects because the
state can always invest in private projects, should private projects have a higher return
than public projects (Jennings, 1993; Conrad, 1986 and 1984; Silvers and Kauer, 1986).

2.7 Why does the measurement of costs boost performance?
The measurement of costs sparks strong performance, casts light on bad
performance, and helps to reward good stewards in five ways (Schreiner, 1997).
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First, measurement forces DFIs and their sponsors to discuss their goals. Foggy
goals wither under attempts at measurement. Buzzwords lose punch unless grounded in
the nuts-and-bolts problems of measurement (IADB, 1994).
Second, measurement changes goals. Those who measure costs worry about costs
and vice versa (Von Pischke, 1996).
Third, measurement highlights goals. A DFI that measures costs signals a
willingness to reduce costs. Success is more than only disbursement. If donors measure
only disbursements, then a DFI will learn to disburse at any cost (Von Pischke, 1998).
Fourth, measurement helps to meet goals. Technical feedback helps managers
detect trends, set targets, benchmark progress, and compare to peers (Richardson,
1994; Barltrop and McNaughton, 1992; Koch, 1992).
Fifth, measurement proves what is possible for DFIs. Governments and donors
want to demand better performance. But without measurement, they are pestered by
the fear that they ask for too much too fast. Unsure donors expect less, and they get
less (Schmidt and Zeitinger, 1996).
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3. What is a measure of the social cost of a public
DFI in the short term?

A measure of the social cost of a public DFI in the short term is the Subsidy
Dependence Index (Yaron, 1992b). The SDI is the dollar value of subsidy divided by
revenue from interest and fees on loans. It answers the question: How far is the DFI
from being able to compensate society for the opportunity cost of its funds and still
show a profit? If a DFI could compensate for subsidy, then it is subsidy-independent.
Its SDI would be less than zero, and its Subsidy-Adjusted ROE would exceed the social
opportunity cost.
The SDI measures the cost of a public DFI and compares it with its activity
level. The SDI is a simple tool that shifts the paradigm from reported (accounting)
costs to opportunity (economic) costs. Accounting profit and ROE often disguise the
performance of public DFIs because some expenses do not reflect social opportunity
costs.
The SDI helps to measure progress toward “the phasing out of credit subsidies,
the assumption by the fiscal budget of funding responsibility for any remaining
subsidies, and the reduction and/or rationalization of directed credit lines” as required
by “World Bank Policies Guiding Financial Sector Operations” (para. 17). The SDI can
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help link current public support to progress toward future independence from public
support (Women’s World Banking, 1995).

3.1 How does a DFI get subsidies?
A DFI gets subsidies from subsidized funds. Subsidized funds are public funds. If
a DFI accepts public funds, then it must be that they cost less than private funds.
Subsidy is the social opportunity cost, minus the price the DFI actually pays.
By definition, only public funds can be subsidized, and private funds, regardless
of their price, are not subsidized, unless a contribution is tax-exempt or unless the
market price is affected by an explicit or implicit state guarantee of the liabilities of a
DFI. The distinction is particularly important for microfinance DFIs that receive some
private donations. Unlike public donors, private donors spend their own money. The
fact that the owner of the funds agrees to entrust them to a DFI reveals that the
benefits of the transaction exceed the costs, at least from the point of view of the
private donor. For example, shares in a credit union held by members of their own free
will are not subsidized even if the credit union never pays dividends or buys the shares
back. The members choose to buy shares because they judge that the benefits of
membership are worth it. Likewise, compensatory balances that pay low rates are not
subsidized. The lost earnings are part of the price borrowers accept when they choose to
borrow. Even outright gifts are not subsidized, as long as they are private. The fact
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that private funds are not subsidized does not necessarily mean that the DFI is
efficient, nor that it is privately profitable. It may still be useful to compute private
costs and/or benefits with common measures such as ROE or EVA (Box 2) that take
the private point of view. But no public analysis is needed. Still, the measurement of
social cost for DFIs with some public funds must be careful to exclude funds from
private sources.

3.2 What forms of subsidized funds does a DFI get?
Subsidized funds come in six forms (Table 1). Three forms are equity grants.
Equity grants increase net worth directly but do not directly change accounting profit
reported in the year received. The other three forms are profit grants. Profit grants
increase accounting profit directly because they inflate revenues and/or deflate
expenses. This increases net worth at year-end indirectly through in retained earnings.
Compared with the case without the grant, all six forms increase net worth onefor-one and have a social opportunity equal to m. As in Yaron (1992b), this paper
ignores dividends and taxes on profits in the interest of simplicity.
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Type of subsidized funds

Notation

Type of grant

1. Direct grant

DG

Equity grant (EG)

2. Paid-in capital

PC

3. Revenue grant

RG

4. Discount on public debt

A(mc)

5. Discount on expenses

DX

6. True profit

TP

Profit grant (PG)

Equity grant (EG)

Table 1: Types of subsidized funds

3.2.1 Equity grants
The first two forms of subsidized funds are equity grants EG. These cash gifts
increase net worth but do not change the accounting profit reported in a period directly.
Equity grants are the sum of direct grants DG and paid-in capital PC:
Equity grants  Direct grants  Paidin capital ,

EG  DG  PC .

(2)

Direct grants DG are cash gifts. Direct grants increase net worth, but they do
not pass through the income statement, and so they do not inflate accounting profit.
Direct grants include both gifts in cash and gifts in kind such as computers or trucks.
Paid-in capital PC comes from sales of shares to governments or donors. Such a
sale is like a direct grant because public funds pay for the shares. Furthermore, most
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donors do not wield control like private owners. For simplicity, this paper assumes that
all paid-in capital comes from public sources.
3.2.2 Profit grants
Profit grants are the third through fifth forms of subsidized funds (Table 1). Like
all equity grants, all forms of profit grants PG increase net worth because they inflate
accounting profit or reduce accounting loss and thus increase retained earnings.
Profit grants are the sum of revenue grants RG, discounts on public debt
A(mc), and discounts on expenses DX:
Profit grants  Rev. grants  Discount public debt  Discount on expenses ,

PG  RG  A  ( m  c )  DX .

(3)

Profit grants distort accounting profit P and thus ROE because they depend not
on business performance but on arbitrary choices by administrators and accountants.
Donors can use profit grants to nudge accounting profit and ROE as high or as low as
they like. In contrast to accounting profit and ROE, the SDI nor the NPCS recognize
that a dollar treated as a profit grant has the same effect on business performance as a
dollar treated as an equity grant (Box 4).
Revenue grants RG are cash gifts. They are just like equity grants except for the
accounting choice to record them as revenue instead of as direct injections to equity.
Revenue grants increase net worth, but only after they pass through the income
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Box 4: How profit grants affect profit and ROE
Governments and donors can give a DFI a dollar through equity grants or
profit grants. The choice affects nothing of substance because all grants increase
equity one-for-one and have the same opportunity cost. Unlike equity grants,
however, profit grants boost accounting profit and thus ROE. Profit grants are
equity injections, but they enter the accounts as if they were operating revenue.
Classifying a dollar as a profit grant instead of as an equity grant increases
accounting profit but does not change business performance.
For example, suppose a donor injects $100 in a DFI at a smooth pace through
a year. The DFI starts with equity of $100. In the first case, the donor gives all $100
as equity grants and none as profit grants. Equity grants do not affect revenues or
expenses, and the DFI posts an accounting loss of $50. End equity is the sum of
start equity, equity grants, and profit, so average equity is
(100+100+10050)/2=125. ROE is -50/125=-0.40. In this first case, ROE correctly
states that the DFI destroyed 40 cents for each dollar of equity used.
Now suppose all $100 shifts
from equity grants to profit grants.
40
Revenues increase and/or expenses
decrease, so now profit is $50 even
though business performance is
unchanged. Average equity is still
125, but ROE is now 50/125=0.40.
In this second case, ROE incorrectly
0
states that the DFI created 40 cents
O
R
(%
E
)
for each dollar of equity used.
Accounting profit and ROE
depend on the arbitrary choice to
record subsidized funds as equity
-40
grants or profit grants. These
measures may hide the true
50
100
0
performance of a DFI because they
% Grants as Profit Grants
depend on the arbitrary form of
Figure 2: Profit grants and ROE
subsidized funds. Many DFIs do not
adhere to GAAP and thus may
record grants or reimbursements of expenses not as equity injections but as revenue.
The distinction matters for meaningful measures of financial performance.
Other common financial ratios have the same weaknesses. In contrast, the
SDI and the NPCS do not change as profit grants change. Christen (1997) also
proposes an elegant approach that adjusts the financial statements themselves so
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statement and inflate accounting profit. Because revenue grants are not the product of
the business operations of the DFI, they should not be in reported profit.
Discounts on public debt A(mc) and discounts on expenses DX are the fourth
and fifth forms of subsidized funds. They are non-cash gifts, expenses paid on behalf of
the DFI by someone else. Discounts increase the profit reported by the DFI because
they decrease expenses.
The discount on public debt A(mc) is the opportunity cost of public debt less
what the DFI paid, where A is average public debt, c is the rate the DFI paid for
public debt, and m is the social opportunity cost of public debt:
Discount public debt  Ave. public debt  ( Opp. cost public debt  Rate paid ) ,
A(mc).

(4)

Like all discounts, discounts on public debt are subsidized funds that inflate
profit and boost net worth because they cut expenses. Public debt is like private debt
linked to a grant of A(mc) (IADB, 1994). Unlike the discount on public debt, public
debt itself does not increase net worth.
The average rate paid on public debt c is the expense for interest paid on public
debt, divided by the average public debt A:

c

Expense for interest for public debt
.
Ave. public debt

The best way to estimate average public debt A is to track the dates and the
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(5)

amounts of each inflow and outflow and then to find the average daily balance.
Usually, such detailed data is unavailable to external analysts. A common practice is to
estimate A as half the sum of the public debt at the start of the year A0 and at the end
of the year A1, although quarterly or monthly averages would be more accurate:

A  ( A0  A1 ) / 2 .

(6)

Discounts on expenses DX are costs absorbed by governments or donors that the
DFI does not record as expenses. Classic examples are technical help, free deposit
insurance, coverage of organization costs or feasibility studies, debt guarantees, fees for
consultants, classes for loan officers, and travel for employees. Although discounts on
expenses often leave no trace in the financial statements and are difficult to track, they
are common and may represent large resource transfers (Schreiner, 2000b).
3.2.3 True profit
True profit TP, the sixth form of subsidized funds (Table 1), is like an equity
grant. True profit is accounting profit P less profit grants (equation 3):
True profit  Accounting profit  Profit grants ,

TP  P  [ RG  A  ( m  c )  DX ] .

(7)

All else constant, true profit is the change in retained earnings that would obtain
in the absence of profit grants. Positive true profits are a social benefit because
governments or donors could withdraw them from the DFI for use in other development
projects. By the same logic, negative true profits (true losses) are social costs.
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Although easily confused, the concept of true profit is distinct from the concept
of profit grants. Profit grants are cash gifts from government or donors recorded as
revenue. Profit grants inflate accounting profit. True profit is accounting profit after the
removal of profit grants and discounts on expenses. True profit is what accounting
profit would be in the absence of distortions due to access to public funds.

3.3 What is the formula of the SDI?
Yaron (1992a) defines the SDI as subsidy S divided by revenue from loans LPi,
where LP is the average loan portfolio and i is the yield on loans:
SDI 

Subsidy
,
Revenue from lending
(8)

S
.

LP  i
The SDI is the percentage change in the yield on loans (or, equivalently, in

revenue from loans) that, all else constant, would make subsidy zero. For example, an
SDI of 1.00 means that an increase in the yield of 100 percent would wipe out subsidy
and make the SDI equal zero. An SDI of zero or less means the DFI could compensate
society for its opportunity cost and still show a profit. It also means that the SubsidyAdjusted ROE would exceed the social opportunity cost.
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3.3.1. What is the denominator of the SDI?
The denominator of the SDI is revenue from loans. This is the product of the
average loan portfolio outstanding LP and the yield on loans i:
Rev. loans  Ave. loan portfolio  Yield on loans ,

(9)

 LP  i .

The yield i is interest and fee revenue from loans, divided by the average loan
portfolio:

i

Interest and fees from loans
.
Ave. loan portfolio

(10)

3.3.2 What is the numerator of the SDI?
Yaron (1992a) defines the numerator of the SDI as subsidy S:

SmEA (mc)KP,

(11)

where

S
m
E
A
c
K
P









Subsidy ,
Social opportunity cost ,
Average equity ,
Average public debt ,
Rate paid for public debt ,
Revenue grants and discounts on expenses , and
Accounting profit .

Subsidy is the sum of the opportunity cost of the funds lodged in the net worth
of a DFI and of the three types of profit grants, less the accounting profits the DFI
could use to compensate for opportunity costs while still showing a profit. This paper
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assumes that all net worth in average equity E comes from public sources. K is “the
sum of all other annual subsidies received by the DFI (such as partial or complete
coverage of the DFI’s operational costs by the state) . . . [and] all other miscellaneous
subsidies that a DFI might receive. These include subsidization of training costs, free
use of government facilities and vehicles, free computer facilities, full or partial
exemption from the deposit reserve requirement, and full or partial guarantee by the
state of loan repayment by subborrowers in default” (Yaron, 1992b, pp. 6, 12). In other
words, K is revenue grants plus discounts on expenses:

K  RG  DX .

(12)

Clarity about K matters because if K does not include revenue grants, then the
SDI will depend on the arbitrary form of subsidized funds. Worse, the SDI would
underestimate subsidy. Two recent attempts to adjust the SDI (Section 6) botch K.
Given K (equation 12), the level of subsidy S (equation 11) is:

S  m  E  A  ( m  c )  RG  DX  P .

(13)

Given year-end financial statements and assuming that stocks grow and flows
occur at a constant pace through the year, average stocks are half the sum of the start
and end stocks. The end stock of equity is the start stock plus the change in the stock:
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E  ( E0  E1 ) / 2 ,
 ( E0  E0  E ) / 2 ,

(14)

 E0  ( 1 / 2 ) E .
The change in equity E is the sum of flows of the six forms of subsidized funds:
E Equity grants  Profit grants ,
 DG  PC  RG  A ( m  c )  DX  TP .

(15)

We rewrite the formula for subsidy (equation 11) with the formula for true
profits (equation 7 on page 42), K (equation 12) average equity E (equation 14) and the
change in equity E (equation 15):

S  m  E  A  ( m c )  K  P ,
 m  [ E0  ( 1 / 2 )  ( DG  PC  RG  A ( m  c )  DX  TP ) ]
 RG  A  ( m  c )  DX  [TP  RG  A  ( m  c )  DX ] ,

(16)

 m  E0  ( m / 2 )  [ DG  PC  RG  A ( m  c )  DX  TP ]  TP .
This breaks the SDI into three terms. The first term, mE0, is the opportunity
cost of the subsidized funds that the DFI used through the whole year. The second
term, (m/2)[DG+PC+RG+A(mc)+DX+TP], is the opportunity cost of the fresh
subsidized funds that the DFI got in the course of the year. On average—or in the
absence of knowledge of the times when flows of public funds were received—the DFI
had the use of half the change in the stock of these new funds. The third term, TP, is
the true profit that the DFI would record without subsidies, what the DFI could use to
compensate society if it had no profit grants. Subsidy S is then equal to the unpaid
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social opportunity cost less profit generated from operations.
The formula also shows that the SDI does not depend on the form of subsidized
funds. Total subsidized funds from past years (in E0) have a marginal and average cost
of m. Total fresh subsidized funds have an average cost of (m/2).
3.3.3 Why does the SDI compare subsidy to revenue from loans?
The key of the SDI is the measurement of subsidy. The comparison of subsidy to
revenue from loans is important, but secondary. Many things affect subsidy, and
subsidy could be compared with any item from the financial statements. Yaron (1994)
focuses not only on revenue from loans but also on loan recuperation, deposit
mobilization, and administrative costs. Four reasons support the choice to focus first on
revenue from loans.
First, DFIs often set interest rates by decree or have rates set for them by
governments or donors. Within a range, the DFI can often change them with a stroke of
a pen. In theory, interest-rate hikes can dampen demand and prompt loan losses
(Morduch, 1998b; Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981). In practice, few DFIs have doused demand
or spawned a rash of default with higher interest rates because demand outstrips supply
(Rosenberg, 1996; Box 4). An efficient DFI does not gouge when it charges enough to
cover its costs in the long term.
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Box 4: Real yields at Grameen and BancoSol
Along with the unit-desa system Bank Rakyat Indonesia, the most famous
DFIs in the world are the Grameen Bank of Bangladesh (Hashemi, 1997; Khandker,
1996) and BancoSol of Bolivia (Gonzalez-Vega et al., 1997; Mosley, 1996). The real
yield on loans at Grameen and BancoSol varied widely, but the loan portfolios grew
consistently and default stayed low. Thus, there may be room to increase interest
rates and/or fees in the pursuit of subsidy independence.
From 1984-1994, Grameen earned a nominal yield on its loan portfolio that
varied from 12 to 19 percent (Figure 3). Inflation varied from 1 to 22 percent, and
the real yield varied from -1 to 14 percent. More than 99 percent of taka disbursed
were recovered (Schreiner, 1999b), and the loan portfolio grew from $9 to $275
million. The portfolio grew and default was low despite big changes in the real yield.
From 1987-1996, the nominal portfolio yield at BancoSol varied from 36 to 63
percent (Figure 4). Inflation varied from 8 to 23 percent, and the real yield varied
from 11 to 49 percent. More than 99 percent of dollars disbursed were recovered, and
the loan portfolio grew from zero to $47 million (Schreiner, 1997). Again, huge swings
in the real yield went side-by-side with huge portfolio growth and low default.
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Figure 3: Grameen inflation and
nominal and real yields
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Figure 4: BancoSol inflation and
nominal and real yields

Sources: Schreiner (1997), YB&P (1997), Khandker, Khalily, and Khan (1995),
Hashemi (1997), and IMF, various years.
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Iqbal (1986) found that interest rates mattered much less to small farmers than
to big farmers. According to Singh, Squire, and Strauss (1986, p. 175):
It follows that the elimination or reduction of subsidies to programs
providing agricultural credit may serve the dual purpose of increasing
efficiency in the capital market and simultaneously improving equity,
since the reduction in borrowing by “large” farmers will exceed that by
“small” ones.
Second, if public funds will be cut in the long term, then the chances of survival
increase as a DFI can cover more of the cost of private funds with revenues from loans.
Third, revenue from loans is the biggest item in the income statement and
usually exceeds all other operational sources of income combined. Most DFIs cannot
reduce expenses or increase non-loan income enough to compensate for subsidies, so
higher prices for loans may be the best option, at least in the short term.
Fourth, the comparison of subsidy with revenue from loans places subsidy in the
context of the size of the DFI. Measures of effective protection or of domestic resource
cost do the same thing (Tweeten, 1992; Gittinger, 1982). The comparison also allows
the SDI to be seen as the matching grant society provides the DFI (subsidy in the
numerator of the SDI) for each dollar of revenue from interest and fees earned from
loans to clients in the target group (the denominator of the SDI).
3.3.4 Could subsidy be compared to anything else?
Subsidy can be compared with anything in units of dollars per unit of time.
Good candidates are average equity or average assets. Such comparisons result in a
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Subsidy-Adjusted ROE (SAROE) or a Subsidy-Adjusted ROA (SAROA). If subsidy is
less than zero, then the SAROE will exceed its hurdle rate, the social opportunity cost.
A DFI might respond to the loss of subsidy or might decrease its subsidy
dependence in many ways (Yaron, 1992b). For example, it could slash administrative
costs, dun borrowers more, grow the loan portfolio, or boost productivity.
All these strategies require care and analysis. Also, the DFI is a price-taker in its
investment portfolio, and so it cannot increase those revenues much without an increase
in risk. Comparisons with the average loan portfolio LP require care because the DFI
cannot increase LP with the same ease as interest rates. Rapid growth in loan volume
seems more likely to provoke a rash of default than would a rapid price increase
because rapid growth in the short term can only be achieved by accepting lower-quality
clients.
3.3.5 Does the SDI prescribe interest-rate hikes?
The SDI does not prescribe interest-rate hikes; rather, the SDI describes social
cost and how much yields would have to increase—all else constant—to eliminate
subsidy.
The SDI does not condemn subsidies nor public DFIs; after all, they may be the
best way to improve social welfare. But society should pursue knowledge of the cost of
DFIs to check whether they are good stewards of public funds. Governments and
donors should not buy DFIs sight-unseen nor measure their performance with
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inappropriate tools. Of course, they also need some estimate of benefits to check the
social worth of DFIs.

3.4 Numerical examples of the SDI
This section describes the financial results of an example DFI and then walks
through the calculation of the SDI. The DFI was born on Jan. 1 of Year 01, and the
averages for Year 01 use the figures for the end of Year 00.
3.4.1 Description of financial results for Year 01
In the balance sheet of the first year of the example DFI (Table 2), most assets
(more than two-thirds) are loans (lines Ad and Ag), and investments and fixed assets
are modest. Cash is 20 percent of all assets. Half of all liabilities are public debt, and
half are deposits and private debt (lines Ah, Ai, and Aj). While governments or donors
own some shares (line Al), most net worth comes from direct grants (line Am). This
indicates that the example DFI is highly subsidized.
The first-year income statement (Table 3) shows that the DFI paid 25 in interest
for its liabilities (line Bg), spent 600 in operating costs (line Bj), and did not provide for
loan losses (line Bi). Revenues from loans and investments were 420+5=425 (lines Ba,
Bb, and Bc). Operating revenue less operating costs and financial costs produced an
operating margin of 425(25+600)=-200 (line Bk). This would have been even more
negative in the absence of the discount on expenses of 100 (line Bn). As it was, this and
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a revenue grant of 400 (line Bl) let the example DFI boast an accounting profit of 200
(line Bm).
If gifts from discounts on expenses and revenue grants of 100+400=500 were
called equity grants rather than profit grants, then accounting profits would be
negative. Thus, measures that use accounting profit can obscure the true performance
of a publci DFI. The accounting treatment of a gift should not change measures of
business performance.
Rates of interest are ratios of revenues and expenses from the income statement
to average stocks from the balance sheet. The yield on loans i for the example DFI in
Year 01 is (420)/[(0+2,100)/2]=0.40 (line Cv of Table 4). This result uses the formula
for the yield on loans (equation 10), the revenue from loans (line Ba in Table 3), and
the start and end stocks of the net loan portfolio (line Ad in Table 2).
The interest rate on public debt is (10)/[(0+400)/2]=0.05. This uses the formula
for c (equation 5), the interest expense on public debt (line Bf in Table 3), and the start
and end stocks of public debt (line Aj of Table 2).
With an assumed opportunity cost to society of public debt m of 10 percent per
year in real terms (line Ck of Table 4), the DFI would pay (0.10)[(0+400)/2]=20 for
equivalent private debt. The discount on public debt is the social opportunity cost less
what was actually paid, 20-10=10 (line Cl).
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The example DFI paid an interest rate on deposits of (5)/[(0+200)/2]=0.05 (line
He of Table 11). The interest rate paid on private debt was (10)/[(0+200)/2]=0.10. The
DFI also earned a yield on investments j of (5)/[(0+200)/2]=0.05.
3.4.2 What is the SDI of the example DFI for Year 01?
The SDI of the example DFI for Year 01 was 100 percent (line Cx of Table 4).
Table 4 uses the received formula for subsidy (equation 11), but the alternative formula
(equation 16) gives the same result (line Dq of Table 5). An SDI of 100 percent means
that, all else constant, an increase of 100 percent in the yield on loans would allow the
DFI to show a profit and still compensate for the social opportunity cost of its funds.
The subsidy on equity is 1,1000.10=110 (line Ce of Table 4). This is the product
of an average equity E of [(0+0+0)+(300+1,700+200)]/2=1,100 (line Cc) and of a
social opportunity cost of equity m of 10 percent (line Cd).
The discount on public debt (line Cl) is [(0+400)/2](0.10-0.05)=10. This is the
product of average public debt A (line Ch) and of the opportunity cost to society of
public debt m (line Ck) less the rate paid c (line Cj).
The amount K (equation 12) is 400+100=500 (line Co). This is the sum of
revenue grants RG (line Cm) and discounts on expenses DX (line Cn). Accounting
profit P is 200 (line Cp). Finally, revenue from loans LPi is [(0+2,100)/2]0.40=420
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(line Cw). This is the product of the average loan portfolio LP (line Ct) and the yield
on loans i (line Cv). Thus the SDI for Year 01 is (equation 8):
SDI01 

S
,
LP  i



mEA(mc)KP
,
LP  i



0.10  1,100  200  ( 0.10  0.05 )  500  200
,
1,050  0.40

(17)

 ( 110  10  500  200 ) / 420 ,
 420 / 420  1.00 .
3.4.3 What does the SDI for Year 01 mean?
All else constant, the SDI for Year 01 of 100 percent means the DFI could
compensate for the social opportunity cost of its funds and still show a profit if revenue
from loans increased by 100 percent. If the size of the loan portfolio does not change,
then this would mean doubling the yield. In general,
Subsidyfree yield  Actual yield  (1  SDI ) ,
 Actual yield  Implied change in yield .

(18)

The SDI is a relative measure; it measures the implied change in the yield that
would compensate for subsidies, relative to the actual yield. The actual yield varies
from year to year and from DFI to DFI. Also, the nominal yield varies with inflation
even if the real yield does not. Thus, good analysis will consider, in both real and
nominal terms, the absolute level of subsidy S (a dollar amount), the ratio of subsidy to
revenue from loans (the SDI, a percentage), the actual yield i (a percentage), the
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implied change in the yield (a percentage), and the subsidy-free yield (a percentage). In
this example, the actual yield is 40 percent (line Cy in Table 4). The subsidy-free yield
is 0.40+0.401.00=0.80 (line Caa). The implied change is 0.800.40=0.40 (line Cz).
Because inflation is assumed to be zero, the real yield equals the nominal yield.
3.4.4 Does the SDI depend on how average equity is defined?
Like ROE, the SDI depends on how average equity is defined. Accountants do
not agree on the best way to define average equity. All agree that average equity should
include start equity E0 and fresh injections to equity such as equity grants and paid-in
capital in the year, weighted for the time of injection. Average equity should also
include revenue grants RG, the discount on public debt A(mc), and the discount on
expenses DX because these profit grants are equity grants in disguise. Opinion differs,
however, whether average equity should also include true profit in the current year.
When average equity excludes true profit in the current year, then the measure of
subsidy in the SDI more closely resembles a present-value measure. For this reason, it
is preferable to exclude true profit in the current year from measures of average equity.
As in Yaron (1992a and 1992b), the formulae in this paper include true profit
TP in average equity (e.g., equation 16). Primarily, the use of average equity can be
seen as a practical solution to imperfect data without knowledge of the timing of
injections to equity, accrual of profit, and dividend pay-outs. In particular, the external
analysts often has data only on annual profit and only on equity at the start and end of
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the year. The use of start equity would be more consistent with economic paradigms
based on net present cost, but this approach would require more accurate data than is
normally available to external analysts. The use of average equity rather than start
equity is a compromise necessitated by the available data.
Unfortunately, this definition of average equity is inconsistent with the way some
other rates are measured. For example, suppose that a DFI has a constant balance
through a year of 100 of debt and 100 of paid-in capital. Suppose that in a year the
DFI pays 10 in interest for the debt and that it accrues a true profit of 10. The common
way to measure the rate of interest on the debt is as 10/[(100+100)/2]=0.10. At the
same time, the rate of return on equity with true profit included in average equity is
10/[(100+100+10)/2]=0.095. These two measures are inconsistent.
This can be reconciled in two ways. The first recognizes that the interest on the
debt was paid throughout the year and not just at the end, so the DFI had to finance
the interest with 10 of debt. Then the measure of the interest rate on debt is
10/[(100+100+10)/2]=0.095, the same as the common way to measure rates of return
on equity.
The second way to reconcile the measures is to assume that owners measure
their returns not on average funds used but rather on start funds invested. This is
similar to the practice of measuring the effective annual interest rate on a loan as if its
balance did not change in the course of a year. In this case, the measure of the rate of
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return on equity is 10/[(100+100)/2]=0.10, the same as the common way to measure
rates of interest on debt.
The method used to measure average equity affects the SDI (Schreiner, 1997;
Yaron, 1992b). The choice of method matters more as the absolute value of true profit
grows relative to start equity (Box 6). For the example DFI in Year 01, suppose that
average equity does not include true profit. Thus, average equity does not change when
the yield on loans doubles and when true profit increases by 420. The new SDI is:


SDI01 


0.10  1,100  200  ( 0.10  0.05 )  500  (200  420 )
,
1,050  [ 0.40  ( 1  1.00 ) ]
110  10  500  620
,
840

(19)

 0 / 840  0 .
If the change in true profit does affect average equity, then the new SDI is:


SDI01 


0.10  ( 1,100  200 )  200  ( 0.10  0.05 )  500  (200  420 )
,
1,050  [ 0.40  ( 1  1.00 ) ]
130  10  500  620
,
840

(20)

 20 / 840  0.02 .
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Box 6: The SDI and average equity at BRI
The case of the unit-desa system of Bank Rakyat Indonesia illustrates the
sensitivity of the SDI and ROE to the inclusion of current-year profit in the measure
of average equity E (Charitonenko, Patten, and Yaron, 1998).
The stock of equity in the unit-desa system at the start of 1995 E0 was about
72 billion rupiah ($1 was worth about 2,200 rupiah). Accounting profits P in 1995
were about 393 billion rupiah. Thus ROE computed in terms of start equity E0 was
393/725.45, or about 545 percent. With profits in the year included in the measure
of average equity, ROE was 393/[(72+393)/2]1.69, or about 169 percent. Thus, the
inclusion of current-year profits in equity had a large effect on the estimate of ROE.
To compute the SDI, note that the value of K—including discounts due to
exemption from reserve requirements—was 43 billion. The unit-desa system used
no subsidized debt, so the discount on public debt A(mc) was zero. The social
opportunity cost m used in Charitonenko, Patten, and Yaron (1998) was 17.9
percent, and revenue from loans LPi was 861 billion rupiah.
With the inclusion of current-year profits in average equity E, the SDI was
{[(E0+E1)/2]m+A(mc)+KP}/LPi =
{[(72+72+393)/2]0.179+0+(43)393]}/861  388/861  0.45. That is, the unitdesa system could have reduced the yield on loans by 45 percent (from about 32
percent to about 17 percent), compensated for the social opportunity cost of its
public funds, and still shown a profit. This extremely high level of subsidy
independence is one reason why Charitonenko, Patten, and Yaron (1997, p. 5)
conclude that “no other successful, sustainable micro or rural finance institution
shows the extent of outreach or the degree of financial self-sustainability that the
BRI Unit Desa system has achieved.”
What if the measurement of average equity E excludes current profits? The
SDI is then {[(72+72)/2]0.179+0+(43)393]/861  423/861  0.49. Subsidy
independence increases by about four percentage points or about 9 percent. Given
the extremely high leverage of the unit-desa system (equity in 1995 was only 1.4
percent of assets) and its extremely high profitability (ROA in 1995 was 6.1
percent), the SDI does not seem very sensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of

3.4.5 What are the SDIs for Year 02 and Year 03?
The example DFI cut its SDI in Years 02 and 03. It did not increase its yield on
loans in Year 02; rather, it increased the average loan portfolio by 157 percent (line Ct
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of Table 4) while administrative costs increased only 95 percent (line Bj of Table 3). In
short, the DFI got more efficient. Perhaps costs were high in the first year because the
DFI was born with all it would ever need. It bought office space, hired a full
complement of administrators, set up a computer system, and hired several loan
officers. It took time for the loan officers to get up to speed with a full portfolio. In the
meantime, costs per unit of output were high because the costs of the infrastructure
were spread over a small portfolio.
Discounts on expenses DX did not change (line Bn of Table 3 on page 116), and
discounts on public debt tripled (line Cl of Table 4). Average equity increased by 140
percent (line Cc of Table 4). The SDI was cut in half:
SDI02 


mEA(mc)KP
,
LP  i
0.10  2,650  600  ( 0.10  0.05 )  500  255
,
2,700  0.40

(21)

 ( 265  30  500  255 ) / 1,080 ,
 540 / 1,080  0.50 .
Subsidy S rose from 420 to 540, but the SDI fell (lines Cq and Cx of Table 4).
The subsidy-free yield was 0.40(1+0.50)=0.60 (line Caa), and the implied change was
0.20 (line Cz).
In the third year, the average portfolio grew by more than 50 percent (line Ct of
Table 4). Administrative expenses fell by about 8 percent (line Bj of Table 3).
Discounts on expenses DX did not change. Discounts on public debt grew by 20 (line Cl
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of Table 4). The example DFI still got fresh flows of all six forms of subsidized funds,
but increased profits drove the SDI to zero:
SDI03 


mEA(mc)KP
,
LP  i
0.10  3,850  1,000  ( 0.10  0.05 )  500  935
,
4,250  0.40

(22)

 ( 385  50  500  935 ) / 1,700 ,
 0 / 1,700  0.00 .
Of course, similar examples could be presented in which the measure of equity E
does not include profit in the current period.

3.5 Is subsidy in the SDI related to a Subsidy-Adjusted ROE?
The measure of subsidy in the SDI is closely related to a Subsidy-Adjusted ROE.
This is useful because ROE is the most common measure of the financial performance
of a private firm. Most users of financial information know and understand ROE. ROE
compares accounting profit (after tax) with average equity:

ROE 

Accounting profit ( after tax )
.
Average Equity

(23)

ROA resembles ROE except it compares accounting profit with average assets:

ROA 

Accounting profit ( after tax )
.
Average Assets
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(24)

ROA is a useful tool for comparisons between peers in the same macroeconomic
environments because it removes the effects of financial leverage. Barltrop and
McNaughton (1992) and Mould (1987) explain the use of ROE, ROA, and other
common financial ratios in the analysis of DFIs.
ROE and ROA use accounting profits, and accounting profits depend on whether
a gift is called an equity grant or a profit grant. A Subsidy-Adjusted ROE (or a
Subsidy-Adjusted ROA) would replace accounting profit with true profit. An SAROE
compares true profits with average equity:

SAROE 

True profit
.
Average equity

(25)

Likewise, an SAROA compares true profit with average assets. The SAROE and
the SAROA are useful to compare public DFIs with peers (Christen, 1997). Peer
comparisons are the standard way to benchmark the performance of banks (Barltrop
and McNaughton, 1992; Koch, 1992).
The SDI and the SAROE are closely related. Yaron (1992b, p. 5) hints at this
when he says that subsidy is less than zero when “the return on equity, net of any
subsidy received, equals or exceeds the opportunity cost of funds.” The SDI is negative
if and only if the SAROE exceeds the social opportunity cost.
The proof that a negative SDI implies an SAROE higher than the hurdle
rate—that is, the opportunity cost of funds—uses the alternative formula for subsidy
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(equation 16), the formula for the change in equity (equation 15) and the formula for
average equity (equation 14):

S m  E0  ( m / 2 )  [ DG  PC  RG  A ( m  c )  DX  TP ]  TP ,
 m  E0  m  ( 1 / 2 )  E  TP ,

(26)

 m  [ E0  ( 1 / 2 )  E ]  TP ,
 m  E  TP .

This simple formula shows that subsidy S is the opportunity cost of the equity
used in a year less what the DFI could have paid for that equity and still shown a true
profit. A negative SDI implies an SAROE above the social hurdle rate:

S0,
m  E  TP  0 ,
m  E  TP ,

(27)

m  TP / E,
Opp. cost capital  Subsidyadjusted ROE .

A strength of the SDI is that it answers the same question as an SAROE. Figure
5 compares ROE and SAROE for the example DFI (Table 6). In the three years, ROE
goes from 0.18 to 0.10 to 0.24. ROE seems to show that performance improved in the
second year and worsened in the third. In contrast, SAROE goes from -0.28 to -0.10 to
0.10, showing that improvement was constant. This shows that ROE is not a good
measure of the financial performance of subsidized DFIs. By the third year (when the
SDI was zero), the DFI could have compensated society for its opportunity cost and
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Figure 6: ROA vs. SAROA
for the example DFI

still have shown a profit. ROA and SAROA follow the same pattern as ROE and
SAROE (Figure 6).
If the measure of subsidy in the SDI and the SAROE give the same answer for
one question, then why use the SDI? After all, the process of adjusting the financial
statements as required to compute the SAROE helps to ensure that all standard, widely
understood financial ratios are meaningful. The SDI, however, is more than just the
measure of subsidy in its numerator, and thus the SDI has at least four features that
the SAROE does not. First, subsidy independence is zero with the SDI but m with the
SAROE. Given human psychology, naïve users may celebrate a positive SAROE even if
it is still less than m. The chances that the SAROE is positive and yet less than m
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increases in low-income countries where inflation may be high and where real interest
rates tend to be high due to the underdevelopment of the financial sector. Second, the
SDI is a measure of the matching grant provided by society (the numerator) for each
dollar of interest paid by the clients of a DFI (the denominator). For example, if the
SDI of a DFI is 1.00, then the SDI contrasts the dollar provided by society with the
dollar provided by the clients in a way that the SAROE does not. Thus, the SDI allows
analysts to compare the matching grant provided to the target group through a DFI
with matching grants (potential or actual) provided through other channels. Third, the
SDI worsens if a DFI abandons its mission and puts resources in investments other
than loans to the target group, all else constant, because revenue from loans LPi in the
denominator decreases. The SAROE, however, stays the same, and may even improve,
if the other investments are more profitable than loans to the target group (Box 7).

3.6 How does the SDI change as its parts change?
The SDI has many parts, among them the yield on loans i. Knowledge of how
changes in these parts drive changes in the SDI may help to map concrete plans to
reduce subsidy dependence.
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Box 7: SDI and SAROE for an African DFI
A large African DFI illustrates how the SDI improves when funds shift away
from other investments to loans to the target group, all else constant, even though
the SAROE stays unchanged.
In 1998, the DFI had an average public debt A of 9.91 (units are irrelevant,
and they are suppressed to hide the identity of the DFI), an opportunity cost m of
15.5 percent, and an actual rate paid c of 3.9 percent. Average equity E was 1.5, and
K was zero. Of the 9.91+1.5=11.41 resources in use at the DFI, 2.47 were in the
average loan portfolio LP, and 8.94 were invested in treasury bills. The yield on
loans i was 23 percent, so LPi was 0.57. Finally, accounting profit P was 1.42.
Thus, the SDI was [1.50.155+9.91(0.1550.039)+0(1.42)]/0.57  2.8/0.57
= 492 percent. The SAROE was 2.8/1.5  187 percent, far from the hurdle rate.
With profit held constant, a shift of 1 unit from treasury bills to the loan
portfolio would not affect the SAROE. The SDI, however, would improve from 492
percent to 2.8/(3.470.23)  350 percent. The SDI is more sensitive than the SAROE
to the allocation of funds between loans to the target group and other investments.
Of course, lending to the target group is the main justification of the existence of the
DFI and its subsidies.

Of course, increased subsidy independence may not always be possible or even
preferred. For example, the DFI controls some parts of the SDI but not all. Still,
knowledge of how social cost might be reduced is always useful to society.
The figures that follow show how the SDI for Year 01 of the example DFI
changes as one of its parts change, all else constant. The figures show the direction of
change better than the level of change. The level depends on the units and on the levels
of the part being changed as well as the units and levels of all other parts of the SDI.
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3.6.1 How does the SDI change as the yield on loans changes?
As the yield on loans i increases, the SDI decreases at a decreasing rate (Figure
7). All else constant, an increase in i increases the denominator of the SDI because it
increases revenue from loans. This decreases
SDI

the SDI. The increase in i also increases true

3.00
2.50
2.00

profit and so decreases subsidy in the

1.50
Base case

1.00

numerator (as long as m<200 percent).

0.50

Thus, the effects of an increase in i in both

0.00

the numerator and the denominator serve to
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Figure 7: The SDI and the
yield on loans i

decrease the SDI.

3.6.2 How does the SDI change as the rate paid on public debt changes?
If the measure of equity E in the SDI

SDI 1.002
1.001

includes profits in the current period, then

Base case

1.000

an increase in the rate paid on public debt c

0.999
0.998

decreases the SDI (Figure 8; equation 16).
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debt decreases the equity injected by the
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Figure 8: The SDI and the
rate paid for public
debt c

discount on public debt A(mc). In turn,
this decreases the social cost of the public
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funds in the net worth of the DFI and so decreases the SDI. If the measure of equity E
does not include profit in the current period, then a change in c does not affect the SDI,
because the decrease in the discount on public debt A(mc) is exactly balanced by an
increase in accounting profit P.
3.6.3 How does the SDI change as the social opportunity cost changes?
The SDI increases as the social opportunity cost m increases (Figure 9). This
happens in two ways. First, the increase in m increases social cost through the discount
on public debt A(mc) (because the spread between m and c widens) and decreases the
ability to compensate for social cost through true profit (due to the increase in Am).
Second, the increase in m increases the social cost of the public funds in the net worth
of the DFI. This is often the vast bulk of the social cost of a DFI.
Small changes in m can lead to big
SDI

1.2
1.2

changes in the SDI (Figure 9). This is one

1.1
1.1

reason why the choice of m matters so
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much. At the same time, the fact that the
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SDI depends on m has no policy implication
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Figure 9: The SDI and the
social opp. cost m

public funds in the DFI depends on the
performance not of the DFI but of the

marginal public project. (Subsidy—and the SDI—can be positive even if m is zero
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because subsidy is the social opportunity cost of public funds used, less the ability to
compensate for that cost out of true profits. If true profits are negative, then subsidy is
positive even if the use of public funds has no opportunity cost.)
3.6.4 How does the SDI change as administrative expenses change?
Increases in administrative expenses

SDI

decrease true profit and so increase the SDI

2.00
1.50
Base case

1.00

(Figure 10). In the first year of the example

0.50

DFI, decreases in administrative expenses
0.00

could make the subsidy zero. This is not

(0.50)

always the case—social cost could be
positive even if administrative costs are zero,

0

300
600
Administrative expenses

900

Figure 10: The SDI and
administrative exp.

for example, if social cost exceeds the level
of administrative costs.
All else constant, the slope of the graph of Figure 10 does not depend on the type
of expense that changes. For example, the effect on the SDI of a $1 change in provision
for loan losses is the same as the effect of a $1 change in administrative expenses.
Provision for loan losses is discussed in Chapter 5.
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3.6.5 How does the SDI change as liabilities shift from public debt to
deposits?
The SDI decreases as deposits replace public debt (Figure 11). Let d be the cost
(both financial and administrative) of
SDI

1.02

deposits. Then, if the measure of equity
1.01

includes profits in the current period, a shift
of one dollar from public debt to deposits

1.00

Base case

0.99
0.98

affects subsidy S in three ways. First, the

0.97

shift changes the discount on public debt
added to equity by (m/2)(mc). Because

0.00
0.33
0.67
Deposits/(Public debt + Deposits)

1.00

Figure 11: The SDI and the
ratio of deposits to
public debt

mc, the discount is negative and so
decreases subsidy. Second, the shift changes

the true profit added to equity by (m/2)(md). True profit increases by m because that
is the opportunity cost of a unit of public debt, but it decreases by d because that is the
unit expense on deposits. Third, the switch changes the true profit available to
compensate for subsidies by (md). Because md, the change in true profit is positive.
Because in most cases (m/2)1, the net effect of the increase in true profit on subsidy is
negative. Because the effect on subsidy of the decrease in the discount on public debt is
also negative, a shift of one dollar from public debt to deposits decreases subsidy and
thus the SDI. If the measure of equity does not include current profit, then only the
third factor is relevant, and a shift of one dollar from public debt to deposits still
decreases both subsidy and the SDI.
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4. What is a measure of the social cost of a public
DFI in the long term?

Net Present Cost to Society (NPCS) is a measure of the social cost of flows of
resources between society and a public DFI in any time frame. Because the SDI does
not discount, it does not properly measure social cost in long time frames. Just like
private investors, society should look at the present value of projects in the long term.
Even if society plans to own equity for only a short time, the present value of the
equity at the end of the time frame depends on expected performance after that point.
The NPCS complements short-term measures of social cost. Just like dams, DFIs
should not be judged only by output in their tenth year but rather by discounted costs
and benefits in their whole lifetimes.

4.1 How does the NPCS discount flows?
4.1.1 What is the discount rate?
The NPCS discounts flows by when they take place in time. The discount rate is
the price of gains and costs in the present in terms of gains and costs in the future. The
social discount rate 1 for a flow one year past the start of the time frame is one
divided by one plus the social opportunity cost in the first year, m1 (Gittinger, 1982).
This assumes that all flows take place at the end of the year. Often the analyst
has year-end financial statements and assumes that flows and changes in stocks take
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place at a constant pace in the course of the year. In this case, flows are discounted as
if they took place half-way through the year. This is a practical compromise, and
knowledge of the actual timing of flows should be used when such data is available. For
year t in time frames that last more than one year, the discount rate for a flow or a
change in a stock would be:

t  0.5
t


1
1  mt

1  0.5

t1





1
.
1  mj

j1

(28)

The subscript t is a time index. Likewise, the superscript t0.5 not an exponent
but a label. The opportunity cost m may change through time.
4.1.2 What is the formula of the NPCS?
Outflows from society to a DFI are social costs, and inflows back to society from
a DFI are social gains. As a cost measure, the NPCS adds discounted outflows and
subtracts discounted inflows. Like all discounted measures, the NPCS ignores flows sunk
before the start of the time frame. As presented here, the NPCS assumes all equity
injections come from society, but this assumption can be relaxed (Schreiner, 1997).
The stock of equity at the start of the time frame E0 is not a sunk flow. At time
0, society chooses to keep this net worth in a DFI rather than withdraw it for use
elsewhere. Thus, society counts E0 as an outflow:
0

NPCS start net worth  0  E0  E0 .
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(29)

After the start of the time frame, the DFI builds net worth from fresh flows of
funds FFt from grants, paid-in capital, and discounts. The discounted cost of these
outflows from society to the DFI is:
T

t0.5

NPCS fresh flows of funds   t
t1
T

(30)
t0.5

  t
t1

 [ DGt  PCt  RGt  At  ( mt  ct )  DXt ] ,
 FFt .

True profit accrues through each year. Society could withdraw true profit as it
accrues, but, in the absence of precise knowledge of the timing of flows, it is assumed
that society lets the DFI keep true profit. Hence, true profit is like an inflow back-toback with an outflow, and the two flows cancel out of the NPCS. The treatment here
ignores tax and dividends, but Schreiner (1997) adjusts the framework to handle them.
At the end of the time frame, it is assumed that society gets an inflow equal to
the net worth then present in the DFI. Net worth at the end includes all outflows from
society to the DFI up to time T plus true profit. The flow is discounted by TT:

NPCS end net

T
T
worth  T  { E0  
t1
T
T
 T  [ E0  
t1

[ DGt  PCt  RGt  At  ( mt  ct )  DXt  TPt ] } ,
(31)
( FFt  TPt ) ].
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The NPCS adds the discounted outflows (equations 29 and 30) and subtracts the
discounted inflows (equation 31):
NPCS  Discounted outflows  Discounted inflows ,
T

t0.5

 E0   t
t1

T

T

 FFt  T  [ E0   ( FFt  TPt ) ] ,

T
T
 ( 1  T )  E0  
t1

t1

T
t0.5
T
T
( t  T )  FFt  T  
t1

(32)

TPt .

The NPCS of the flows of funds between society and a DFI from time 0 to time T
has three terms. The first term is the cost of funds put in at the start. For society at
time 0, start equity is worth E0 when entrusted to the DFI at time 0 but only TTE0
when it comes back at time T. The cost is the present value of funds when they are put
in less their present value when they come back.
The second term is the cost of fresh funds FFt injected after the start of the time
frame. Seen from time 0, these funds are worth tt0.5 when entrusted to the DFI but
only TT when the DFI gives them back. The cost is the difference.
The third term is the cost (or the gain) of the true profit built up by the DFI.
Society gets this inflow at the end of the time frame, so the discount factor is TT. For
most DFIs, the sum of true profit since birth is negative, and this decreases the inflow
back to society. This means that—in real, nominal, and present-value terms—society
gets back fewer dollars than it put in. Of course, the NPCS—like the SDI—cannot
account for social benefits or costs not reflected in the financial statements of the DFI.
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4.2 What questions does the NPCS inform?

The NPCS informs two important social questions that involve long time frames.
In the first, the NPCS informs the question of whether it improves social welfare to use
public funds to start a new DFI from scratch, ignoring all costs and benefits borne by
members of the target group. In the second, the NPCS informs the question of whether
it improves social welfare to maintain public support for a DFI from now on, again
ignoring all costs and benefits borne by members of the target group.
The NPCS is negative if the worth of the inflows to society exceeds the worth of
the outflows. Thus, the concept of net present cost mirrors the concept of present value.
If a DFI imposes no costs on non-clients, then a negative NPCS indicates that a DFI
would be a good social investment because its return exceeds that of the marginal
public project. This requires true profits so large that, even when discounted from the
end of the time frame back to the start, they exceed the cost of the funds used by the
DFI.
4.1.1 Is there a long-term analog to the SDI?
A long-term SDI (SDIL) tells the percentage change in revenue from loans that
would make the NPCS zero (Schreiner, 1997). To derive this, first write true profit TPt
as revenue from loans LPtit plus OROEt, all other revenues less other expenses:

TPt  LPt  it  OROEt .
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(33)

Now set the NPCS (equation 32) equal to zero and solve for the SDIL, the
percentage change in revenue from loans that would make the NPCS zero:
T
T
0  ( 1  T )  E0  
t1

T
t0.5
T
T
( t  T )  FFt  T  
t1

[ LPt  it  (1  SDIL )  OROEt ] ,

T
T
( 1  T )  E0  
t1

T
t0.5
T
T
( t  T )  FFt  T  
t1

TPt

SDIL 

T
T
T  
t1

LPt  it



NPCS
T
T
T  
t1

(34)
.

LPt  it

With data since birth, the SDIL tells how far a public DFI has been from subsidy
independence since birth. With projected data from now on, the SDIL predicts how far a
DFI is expected to be from subsidy independence.
4.1.2 Is subsidy in the SDI just the one-year case of NPCS?
If average equity includes true profit, then subsidy in the SDI (equation 16) is
not just the one-year case of the NPCS (equation 32). If true profit is positive
(negative), then subsidy in the SDI is less (more) than in the NPCS because the SDI
does not discount the flow of true profit, implying less (more) subsidy (Schreiner, 1997).
The NPCS assumes that true profit comes at the end of the year, but the SDI assumes
that true profit comes in the middle of the year.
For example, suppose a DFI starts a year with equity of 100. It posts a true
profit of 10 by the end of the year, and it gets no more fresh funds in the year. In a
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one-year time frame and with m set at 10 percent, the NPCS is 0 because true profit is
just enough to compensate for the opportunity cost of public funds in net worth:
T
T
NPCS  ( 1  T )  E0  
t1

T
t0.5
T
T
( t  T )  FFt  T  
t1

10.5

 ( 1  1 )  E0  ( 1

TPt ,

 1 )  FF1  1  TP1 ,

(35)

 ( 1  0.9091 )  100  ( 0.9535  0.9091 )  0  0.9091  10 ,
 9.09  9.09  0 .
The measure of subsidy in the framework of the SDI is 0.5:

SmEA(mc)KP,
 0.10  [ ( 100  100  10) / 2 ] 0  0  10 ,

(36)

 10.5  10  0.5 .
If the measure of average equity excludes true profit, then the SDI does equal
zero, because equity remains unchanged during the year. In this case, the SDI is the
same as the one-year NPCS:

SmEA(mc)KP,
 0.10  [ ( 100  100 ) / 2 ] 0  0  10 ,

(37)

 10  10  0 .
4.1.3 Is the NPCS better than the SDI?
Both the SDI and the NPCS work well in short time frames. In practice, many
people understand ROE, and the measure of subsidy in the SDI can be transformed
into a Subsidy-Adjusted ROE. The SDI is useful if the user wants a quick, crude
estimate, if the time frame is short, if inflation is negligible, and if the user understands
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ROE but not the NPCS. Both the SDI and the SDIL (which uses the NPCS) can be seen
as measures of matching grants provided to members of a target group through a DFI.
Unlike the SDI, the NPCS works in long time frames and is recognized as the
best tool to judge projects (Brigham and Gapenski, 1993). Choices may be sub-optimal
investments if based on the SDI instead of on the NPCS, especially in long time frames
and in particular when an SDI that indicates subsidy-independence takes place only
after years of SDIs that indicate subsidy-dependence.

4.2 What are the NPCS and the SDIL of the example DFI?
For the example DFI, the NPCS and SDIL for three time frames that start at
birth (the start of Year 00) are in Table 7. The first time frame ends at the end of Year
01, the second at the end of Year 02, and the third at the end of Year 03. Table 7 also
shows the one-year NPCS and the SDI based on the one-year NPCS.
4.2.1 Time frame from birth to the end of Year 01
With the opportunity cost of public funds to society m1 set at 10 percent, the
discount rate 11 from the point of view of the birth of the DFI for a flow at the end of
Year 01 is 1/(1+0.1)0.9091 (line Fc). The discount rate 11-0.5 for flows in the middle of
the year is [1/(1+0.1)]0.50.9535 (line Fd). Start equity E0 for the example DFI is 0 (line
Fo). Direct grants DG1 are 1,700 and paid-in capital PC1 is 300. Revenue grants RG1
are 400. The discount on public debt A1(m1c1) is 10. Discounts on expenses DX1 are
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100. Total fresh funds FF1 were 1,700+300+400+10+100=2,510 (line Fj). True profit
TP1 was -310 (line Fn). The NPCS0-1 from the start to the end of Year 01 was:
01

0.5

NPCS  ( 1  1 )  E0  ( 1  1 )  FF1  1  TP1 ,
 ( 1  0.9091 )  0  ( 0.9535  0.9091 )  2,510  0.9091  ( 310 ) ,

(38)

 111.44  281.82  393.27 .
Subsidy in the SDI for Year 01 is 420 (line Cq of Table 4). Because average
equity includes true profit and because true profit is negative (the most common case),
the SDI is more than the NPCS.
Revenue from loans LP1i1 is 420. The SDI for the example DFI in Year 01 is
1.00 (line Cx of Table 4), but the SDIL0-1 is (line Fv of Table 7):
01

01
SDIL 

NPCS

1  LP1  i1



393.27
 1.03 .
0.9091  420

(39)

The DFI could have been privately profitable with 103 percent more revenue
from loans. With the size of the loan portfolio held constant and with the actual yield
at 0.40, this implies a change in yield of 0.401.030.41 and a subsidy-free yield of
0.40+0.41=0.81.
4.2.2 Time frame from birth to the end of Year 02
With m2 at 10 percent, the discount rate 22 from birth to the end of Year 02 is
[1/(1+0.1)]20.8264 (line Fc of Table 7). The discount rate 22-0.5 for flows in the middle
of the year is [1/(1+0.1)]1.50.8668 (line Fd). Direct grants DG2 are 300, paid-in capital
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PC2 is 345, revenue grants RG2 are 400, the discount on public debt A2(m2c2) is 30,
and discounts on expenses DX2 are 100. Total fresh funds FF2 are
300+345+400+30+100=1,175 (line Fj). True profit TP2 was -275. Thus the NPCS0-2 for
the first two years of the example DFI was:

02

2

2

t0.5

NPCS  ( 1  2 )  E0   ( t
t1

2

2

T

 2 )  FFt  2   TPt ,
t1

 ( 1  0.8264 )  0
 ( 0.9535  0.8264 )  2,510  ( 0.8668  0.8264 )  1,175

(40)

 0.8264  ( 310  275 ) ,
 319.02  47.47  483.44  849.93 .
Revenue from loans LP2i2 is 1,080. The SDIL0-2 is:
02

NPCI

02
SDIL 
2

2

2   LPt  it



849.93
 0.69 .
0.8264  ( 420  1,080 )

(41)

t1

4.2.3 Time frame from birth to the end of Year 03
With m3 at 10 percent, the discount rate 33 from birth to the end of Year 03 is
[1/(1+0.1)]30.7513 (line Fc of Table 7 on page 120). The discount rate 33-0.5 for
constant flows is [1/(1+0.1)]2.50.7880. Direct grants DG3 are 300, paid-in capital PC3 is
265, revenue grants RG3 are 400, the discount on public debt A3(m3c3) is 50, and
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discounts on expenses DX3 are 100. Total fresh funds FF3 are
300+265+400+50+100=1,115. True profit TP3 is 385. The NPCS0-3 is:
3
03
3
NPCI  ( 1  3 )  E0  
t1

3
t0.5
3
3
( t  3 )  FFt  3  
t1

TPt ,

 ( 1  0.7513 )  0
( 0.95350.7513 )  2,510( 0.86680.7513 )  1,175( 0.78800.7513 )  1,115

(42)

 0.7513  ( 310  275  385) ,
 507.52  135.71  40.92  150.26  834.41 .
Revenue from loans LP3i3 is 1,700. The SDIL0-3 is:
03

NPCI

03
SDIL 
3

3

3   LPt  it



834.41
 0.35 .
0.7513  ( 420  1,080  1,700)

(43)

t1

The example DFI had an actual yield i over the three-year time frame of 0.40.
All else constant, an increase in the yield in each year of 0.400.35=0.14 would have led
to subsidy independence. The subsidy-free yield for the lifetime of the DFI would be
0.40+0.14=0.54. If the yield on loans i had been 54 percent in all three years instead of
40 percent, then the NPCS for the three-year time frame would have been zero.
The example DFI was subsidy-independent in Year 03 (SDI of 0.00) even though
it was not subsidy-independent from birth through Year 03 (SDIL of 0.35). Thus,
measurement of the social cost of public DFIs should include both the short-term SDI
and the long-term SDI. The two measures cannot be compared directly because the SDI
uses undiscounted values and the SDIL uses discounted values.
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Chapter 5. What are the pitfalls when calculating
the SDI or the NPCS?

The use of the SDI and the NPCS in practice present two key challenges. The
first is the need to pick a meaningful social opportunity cost. The second is the need to
cope with the constraints of accounting data within an economic framework.

5.1. What is the social opportunity cost?
The social opportunity cost is defined as the return to public funds in the
marginal public project. Because it is difficult to measure and a wide range of
reasonably defensible estimates of social opportunity costs appear in the literature,
Chapter 2 discussed five proxies. Regardless of the proxy, the SDI and the NPCS are
useful inasmuch as they show orders of magnitude and trends. When the proxy is lower
than the true social opportunity cost, then the SDI and NPCS also are lower bounds on
true social costs. Results in Schreiner (1997) suggest that long term measures such as
the SDIL are not very sensitive to the social opportunity cost because the vast bulk of
cash flows takes place long after the start of the time frame.
Two other important points about social opportunity costs from Chapter 2 are
repeated here. First, the social opportunity cost is not necessarily the cost to the DFI of
public funds. Second, the social opportunity cost is not necessarily the opportunity cost
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of a private entity, that is, the cost to replace public funds with private funds. It is not
uncommon to confuse social and private opportunity costs.

5.2 What can be done to cope with accounting data?
The most important caveat for the SDI and NPCS is that they use accounting
data that were not designed for economic (present-value) analysis. For example,
accrued revenue in the income statement may never be collected. Even if the DFI
eventually collects all accrued revenue or if it provides for all expected losses from
unpaid accrued revenue, the financial statements still overstate the present value of
accrued revenue. In general, items in the balance sheet are not recorded in terms of
their present values; for example, debt and fixed assets are recorded at their cost to the
DFI. The income statement of the DFI often does not distinguish between cash items
and accrued items, nor does it distinguish between flows at different times within a
reported period.
Of course, the SDI and the NPCS are limited by the data and assumptions fed to
them. As in all financial analysis, good outputs require good inputs. This is not a
weakness of the measures described here but rather a standard caveat of all analysis,
especially when accounting data are stretched to fit economic purposes.
Like any disciplined attempt to measure performance, the SDI and the NPCS are
like canaries in a coal mine that serve to unearth deviations from GAAP and
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International Accounting Standards. In this case, any financial indicator based on these
weak data would probably be of low quality. The attempt to measure subsidy
dependence helps to discover these weaknesses so that they can be addressed.
By far the two most important problems with the accounting data of DFIs are
the failure to provide properly for loan losses and the failure to adjust for inflation.
Either failure can result in financial statements that do not accurately reflect financial
performance. When failures are substantial, any financial analysis is either meaningless
or misleading.
5.2.1 Why should a DFI provide for loan losses?
Financial statements should reflect business performance. The business of DFIs
is to produce financial services such as deposits and loans, and, in general, defaults and
loan losses are a normal part of doing business. A loan may not turn sour for a long
time, but a DFI should record the expected expense of the loss at disbursement. This
conservatively reflects that some loans will go bad, even though, at disbursement, the
DFI does not know which ones (Christen, 1997). Ex post write-offs of bad loans
understates profit in the year of the write-offs and overstates profits in past years.
Thus, a DFI should incur expenses for provision for loan losses constantly as it
makes loans. These expenses build the reserve for loan losses, a contra-asset account.
The net loan portfolio is the value of loans outstanding that the DFI expects to recover.
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It is the gross loan portfolio—which includes all loans outstanding, some of which will
not be repaid—minus the reserve for loan losses.
If the DFI does not provide enough for loan losses, then it deflates expenses and
inflates profits and net worth. The reserve for loan losses is too small, and the net
portfolio is too big. Other authors discuss how to estimate the amount of provision for
loan losses (Christen, 1997; Bolnick, 1988; Von Pischke, et al., 1988).
Often DFIs do not provide enough for loan losses. This distorts all financial
ratios, including the SDI and the NPCS. An important part of the business of a DFI is
to make loans and to collect them, so any measure of performance must be based on
financial statements that reflect the true risk of loans in the portfolio.
The example DFI did not provide for loan losses at all (line Bi of Table 3). Most
DFIs, however, cannot recover all their loans. Suppose that in each of the three years
the DFI made 100 in loans that later turned bad. Thus, in each year the DFI should
have incurred expenses of 100 as provision for loan losses. It is assumed that the DFI
did not accrue revenue from interest that will not be collected. If it had, then the
recognition of the bad loans would also require an adjustment to decrease accrued
revenue from loans.
The ripple effects of provision for loan losses are shaded in the adjusted income
statement (Table 9). The expense increases from zero to 100 in each year (line Ki), and
this changes the operating margin (line Kk) and accounting profit (line Km).
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In the adjusted balance sheet, the reserve for loan losses changes by -100 each
year (line Jc of Table 8). The net portfolio (line Jd) and total assets (line Jg) shrink in
step. Retained earnings (line Jn) fall because accounting profit falls.
Adequate provision for loan losses also changes the SDI. Without adequate
provision, the SDI was 1.00, 0.50, and 0.00 (line Cx of Table 4). With adequate
provision, the SDI is 1.18, 0.52, and 0.01 (line Gb of Table 10). These are small
differences, but the effects of proper provisions would be much larger for many DFIs.
Inadequate provision for loan losses leads to an inaccurate SDI and to
inadequate financial ratios in general. Without provisions, ROE is 0.18, 0.10, and 0.24
(line En of Table 6). With provisions, ROE falls to 0.10, 0.06, and 0.23 (line Ge of
Table 10). Provisions cause the SAROE to change from -0.28, -0.10, and 0.10 (line Eo
of Table 6) to -0.37, -0.13, and 0.11 (line Gf of Table 10). ROA and SAROA follow the
same pattern. Table 10 shows the SDI, the NPCS, and the SDIL with provisions for loan
losses. Yaron (1992b) provides more discussion of provisions for loan losses.
5.2.2 Why should a DFI adjust for the effects of inflation?
Inflation wreaks havoc with financial statements prepared under the assumption
that monetary figures keep a constant value (Goldschmidt, Shashua, and Hillman,
1986). Adjustments help to ensure that the data measure what they intend to measure.
Just as with provisions for loan losses, the problem is with the meaningfulness of the
data, not with the measures that use the data.
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IAS 29 suggests a few simple adjustments to use if the effects of inflation might
affect the results of the analysis. The goal is a set of adjusted financial statements with
the same meaning as unadjusted statements when prices are stable. Yaron (1992b) also
discusses the need to adjust for inflation. Goldschmidt (1992) discusses IAS 29, and
Goldschmidt and Yaron (1991) outline shortcut methods with numerical examples.
Christen (1997) adjusts for inflation (and for the effects of subsidized funds)
directly and elegantly in the financial statements of an example DFI. Once adjusted,
common financial measures such as ROE are meaningful.
The NPCS requires inflation-adjusted data unless inflation is zero for the whole
time frame. Otherwise, monetary figures from different times are in different units and
cannot be added together. Even if annual inflation is low, inflation adjustments are
important in long time frames. If the SDI and NPCS are applied to inflation-adjusted
figures, then opportunity costs should be in real terms because nominal rates with
inflation-adjusted data would count costs twice (Yaron, 1992b). The example DFI is
assumed to be in an economy without inflation.
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5.3 What are other pitfalls and caveats?
5.3.1 How can average stocks be computed?
Given only year-end balance sheets, average stocks are half the sum of the start
and end stocks. This paper uses this method, but such two-point averages can mislead
if actual cash flows are seasonal, lumpy, or otherwise non-uniform.
This is a data problem. Balance sheets are snapshots at a moment, and income
statements sum revenues and expenses regardless of when they took place. A better
average requires more frequent data from monthly or quarterly financial statements.
5.3.2 Is exemption from reserve requirements a subsidy?
A deposit-taking DFI that is exempt from reserve requirements gets a subsidy
(Benjamin, 1994; Yaron, 1992b). Reserve requirements are funds left on deposit with
the central bank. They tax financial intermediation by reducing the return on deposits.
Exemption from reserve requirements lowers the cost to the DFI not only of
deposits but also of equity and liabilities. Let k be the reserve requirement,  interest
rate earned on required reserves (often zero), and Dep the average deposit liability. The
subsidy for a DFI exempt from reserve requirements is (Benjamin, 1994; Yaron, 1992b):

S  m  E  A  ( m  c )  RG  DX  P 

k  [ E  ( m   )  ( A  Dep )  ( m   ) ]
.
1k
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(44)

Without a reserve requirement, k is zero, and the last term vanishes. Suppose
that the example DFI is exempt from a reserve requirement k of 20 percent and that
required reserves earn no interest (=0). Subsidy in Year 01 is then:

S  0.1  1,100  200  ( 0.1  0.05 )  400  100  200


0.2  [ 1,100  ( 0.1  0 )  ( 200  100 )  ( 0.1  0 ) ]
,
1  0.2

(45)

 110  10 300  0.2  ( 110  30 ) / 0.8  420  35  455 .
The SDI without the adjustment for the exemption from reserve requirements is
420/420=1.00 (line Cx of Table 4). With the exemption, the SDI is 455/4201.08.
5.3.3 How can exemption from taxes on profits be handled?
Most DFIs do not pay taxes on profits. This is a subsidy because a tax cut is
like a cash gift. For simplicity, this paper ignores taxes, but the frameworks of the SDI
and the NPCS can be adjusted to handle taxes (Schreiner, 1997).
5.3.4 How can protection from foreign-exchange risk be handled?
Some DFIs hold debt denominated in foreign currencies but do not bear the risk
that the exchange rate will deteriorate before payment is due. If a public entity absorbs
the risk, then there is a subsidy defined as the difference in the payment with versus
without protection, minus any premium paid by the DFI for insurance for exchangerate risk. One way to compute this—analogous to the discount on public debt as
A(mc)—is to assume that the DFI would replace foreign exchange with domestic
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currency (A) and then compute the subsidy per unit of foreign exchange as the price of
equivalent domestic funds (m) minus the actual cost of foreign exchange (c).
5.3.5 How can guarantees of debt be handled?
Some DFIs have private debt backed by public guarantees. This debt is
subsidized because the DFI would have to pay more for an equivalent unguaranteed
loan. The subsidy is determined by the difference between the interest rate with and
without the guarantee. Benjamin (1994, Appendix 1) provides a framework to estimate
the cost of debt in the absence of guarantees.
5.3.6 How can non-financial services be handled?
DFIs often produce both financial and non-financial services, for example
business training or agricultural extension. In most cases, each line of business should
be analyzed by itself. Most of the work for the analyst is to divide the accounts, unless
the DFI does it itself. Helms (1998), Christen (1997), and Yaron (1992b) discuss the
issue and give example formats to help make the division. The fact that public funds
are often earmarked for one line of business may help to simplify the division.
5.3.7 How can apex DFIs and their first-tier customers be handled?
Apex DFIs make loans to first-tier DFIs that then re-lend to final borrowers
(Gonzalez-Vega, 1998). Care is required to make sure that all subsidies in the chain are
counted once and only once. There are three basic guidelines.
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First, although apex DFIs often charge the prime rate or some other “market”
rate to DFIs, this rate is subsidized because it is still below the cost of funds from
private sources. If public debt from the apex costs more than private debt, then the
retail DFI would borrow on the market and skip the hassle of the apex DFI. The
market price for a loan to a DFI is not the prime rate charged to blue-chip private
firms but rather the price that covers all expected costs—including the cost of risk—of
a loan to the DFI.
Second, the analyst must not double-count costs by adding social cost as seen at
the level of the apex to social cost as seen at the level of the first-tier DFI. To see why
not, suppose an apex DFI lends two dollars, one to each of two first-tier DFIs, and that
the first-tier DFIs get no other funds from anywhere else in the year. If both first-tier
DFIs go broke in one year, then society loses two dollars. The sum of the social cost of
two dollars for the apex and the social cost of two dollars for the first-tier DFIs is four
dollars, and society cannot lose more than it had loaned in the first place.
Third, it does not make sense to analyze only the apex or only the first-tier DFI.
The whole system matters because the price charged by the apex is like an arbitrary
transfer price between two subsidiaries with the same owner (society). The apex can set
its price high or low to shuffle the revenues and expenses—and the measure of social
cost—between the two tiers. Because public funds are used in both tiers, pricing policy
should not affect the measure of social cost.
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As an example, suppose an apex DFI has two identical first-tier customers, no
debt, and 100 of paid-in capital from public sources through the year. The apex earns 6
per year on two loans of 50 to the first-tier DFIs at 6 percent interest. Because revenues
are 6 and expenses are assumed to be zero, profit for the apex is 6. Given K=0, m=0.1,
and A=0, subsidy is 0.1[(100+100+6)/2]+0(0.10)+06=4.3 (equation 11). The SDI is
4.3/60.72 (equation 8).
Now suppose that each of the first-tier DFIs has no expenses except for the 3
paid for their apex debt. Each first-tier DFI has 100 of paid-in capital from public
sources through the year. With 50 of debt and 100 of net worth, each DFI gets revenue
of 1 by lending 150 at an interest rate of two-thirds percent. Each posts a net return of
13=2. Given that K=0, m=0.1, and A=50, subsidy for each first-tier DFI is
0.1[(100+1002)/2]+50(0.10.03)+0(2) = 9.9+3.5+2 = 15.4. The SDI is
15.4/1=15.4.
The sum of the three measures of subsidy is 4.3+15.42=35.1. Because the
revenue from loans to final borrowers is 2, the SDI for the system would be
35.1/2=17.55. But this subsidy is not the social cost of the system, nor is this SDI the
change in revenue from loans needed to make social cost equal to zero.
To see why, suppose that nothing changes except that the apex decreases its
interest rate to 1 percent. Its profit falls to 1, and subsidy is
0.1[(100+100+1)/2]+0(0.10)+01=9.05. For the first-tier DFIs, profit increases to
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10.5=0.5, and subsidy S is 0.1[(100+100+0.5)/2]+50(0.10.01)+00.5 =
10.025+4.50.5 = 14.025. The sum of the three measures of subsidy has changed to
9.05+14.0252=37.1, and the SDI is now 37.1/2=18.55.
By now the problem is clear. In both cases, all the DFIs were owned by society,
1502=300 was lent to final borrowers, and revenue from loans to final borrowers was 2.
Nothing changed except the transfer price between the DFIs, yet the supposed measure
of social cost changed from 35.1 to 37.1.
The correct approach is to consolidate the financial statements of all DFIs in the
system and then to compute subsidy. This removes the dependence on the transfer price
(Stickney and Weil, 1994). In this example, consolidated net worth is 300, the sum of
net worth in each DFI. The debt liabilities of the first-tier DFIs cancel with the loan
assets of the apex. This leaves 300 in consolidated assets as loans to final borrowers.
Expenses are zero, revenues from loans are 2, and profit is 20=2. Subsidy is
0.1[(300+300+2)/2]+0(0.10.01)+02=28.1, and the system SDI is 28.1/2=14.05.
5.3.8 How can compensating balances be handled?
Some loan contracts require borrowers to maintain a minimum deposit with the
DFI until the loan is repaid. This decreases the effective loan portfolio LP. For
example, a DFI with 100 in loans as assets and 10 in compensating balances as
liabilities would have an effective loan portfolio not of 100 but of 90. Compensating
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balances are not subsidies because the (private) borrower accepts them as part of the
price of the loan (IADB, 1994). No public funds flow.
All else constant, the smaller effective loan portfolio LP due to compensating
balances does not affect the SDI nor the NPCS because it does not affect the revenues,
expenses, or net worth of the DFI. It does, however, increase the yield on loans and
thus increase the subsidy-free yield; revenue from loans LPi is unchanged, but the
effective loan portfolio LP decreases, so the yield on loans i must increase.
Suppose that all the deposit liabilities of the example DFI (line Ah in Table 2)
are compensating balances. The average loan portfolio LP decreases from
(0+2,100)/2=1,050 (line Ct of Table 4) to (0+2,100200)/2=950. Revenue from loans
stays at 420 (line Ba of Table 3). The yield on loans i, however, increases from
420/1050=0.40 to 420/9500.4421 (equation 10). The SDI stays at 1.00 because neither
LP nor i appear in it except through revenue from loans LPi, unchanged at
9500.4421420. The increase in i, however, increases the subsidy-free yield from 0.80
(line Caa of Table 4) to 0.44(1+1.00)=0.88 (equation 18).
5.3.9 Does it make sense to regress the SDI on items from the financial
statements?
It does not make sense to regress the SDI against items from the financial
statements. Regressions assume a stochastic relationship between dependent and
independent variables, but the SDI has an exact, known relationship to all items in the
financial statements. This requires not statistics but algebra.
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In contrast, it may make sense to regress the SDI on factors not in its formula.
For example, Benjamin (1994) regressed the SDI on the age of a non-random sample of
microfinance DFIs. He found that the SDI decreased with age.

5.4 What are the key caveats?
The SDI and the NPCS are subject to six often-misunderstood caveats. First, the
SDI does not say that all DFIs should raise interest rates until subsidy is zero. Second,
neither the SDI nor the NPCS pretends to answer all questions asked about financial
performance from all points of view. Standard financial analysis is still useful as long as
it uses meaningful data. Third, comprehensive analyses should consider not only the
SDI itself but also the level of subsidy, the actual yield, the subsidy-free yield, and the
absolute change in the yield that would make subsidy zero. Fourth, neither the SDI nor
the NPCS pretends to measure benefits. Fifth, the SDI and the NPCS require the
analyst to find meaningful data and opportunity costs and to use the results to suggest
ways to improve performance. Sixth, the SDI measures subsidy dependence as seen by
society, not private profitability as seen by a private entity.
The SDI and the NPCS are useful as measures of the social cost of DFIs and
thus as part of the process that allots public funds. They are useful even in the absence
of measures of benefits, although the existence of measures of cost should not be used to
advocate for the irrelevance of benefits. An example is the issue of agricultural
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extension, often provided free to clients by agricultural DFIs. It is expensive to measure
the benefits of extension. In contrast, it is inexpensive to measure the costs. Once costs
are known, the pursuit of efficiency and improved social welfare can focus on down-toearth questions. Is there a new technology that needs extension to speed its spread?
Could farmers pay for it? Should only rich farmers be asked to pay for it? Should fees
be phased in? Would subcontractors cost less and provide better service than the
employees of the DFI?
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6. Recent proposed changes to the SDI

The importance of the social cost of DFIs has prompted several attempts to
refine the SDI or to use other standards to judge performance. This section presents
critiques of three recent proposals. They fix what is not broken, or they tweak the SDI
to answer unimportant questions. This section is based on Schreiner and Yaron (1999).

6.1 The Subsidy Dependence Ratio of Khandker
In several papers on DFIs in Bangladesh, Khandker proposes the Subsidy
Dependence Ratio (SDR) as an alternative to the SDI (Khandker and Khalily, 1996;
Khandker, Khalily, and Khan [KK&K], 1995; Khandker, Khan, and Khalily, 1995).
Similar measures have also been proposed by Holtmann and Mommartz (1996), SEEP
(1995), and the IADB (1994).
These authors are concerned that the SDI compares subsidy only with revenue
from loans even though DFIs also get revenue from investments in non-loan assets such
as treasury bills. In principle, a DFI could decrease its subsidy dependence through
increased revenues either from loans or from investments.
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The SDR compares subsidy with revenue both from loans and from investments.
Fixing the fact that the SDR of KK&K omits K, if j is the yield on investments and if I
is the average investment so Ij is revenue from investments, then the SDR is:
SDR 

S
.
LP  i  I  j

(46)

Both the SDR and the SDI have subsidy S in the numerator. Like the SDI, the
SDR is negative if and only if an SAROE exceeds the social opportunity cost. Thus the
SDR and the SDI do not differ in their most important aspect, the measurement of
subsidy. They differ only in what they compare with subsidy.
6.1.1 What question does the SDR answer?
The SDR tells how much more revenue from loans and investments would be
needed to reach subsidy independence. This is not a very useful question. While most
DFIs have some degree of local monopoly and some freedom to set the price of their
loans, DFIs are probably price-takers in the investment market. If a DFI could get a
higher rate of return on investments without more risk, then presumably it would have
already done so (IADB, 1994). More importantly, the mission of a DFI is not to invest
in non-loan assets but to make loans to members of a target group. Although a DFI
sensibly help the target group with loans priced below the level that would imply
subsidy-independence, it should not help those with whom it invests by accepting a
less-than-maximum risk-adjusted rate of return.
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In general, it is true that a DFI can decrease social cost via any increased
revenue or decreased expense, so it is indeed useful to compare subsidy not only with
revenue from loans but also with other revenue and expense items. But the biggest,
most malleable item is revenue from loans, and lending is the main purpose of a DFI.
DFIs do invest in order to maintain liquidity and to meet demand from clients for loans
and withdrawals of deposits, but investment is not their main line of business.
The numerator of both the SDR and the SDI is subsidy. The denominator of the
SDI is revenue from loans, while the denominator of the SDR is revenue from loans and
from investments. Thus, the SDR is always less than or equal to the SDI. In almost all
cases, the need to maintain liquidity means that investments are non-zero, and so the
SDR makes a DFI look less subsidy-dependent than the SDI. If investments are large
compared with loans—as is the case in some years for some of the DFIs studied by
Khandker—then the SDR is much smaller than the SDI. This misleads because a DFI
cannot increase the risk-adjusted rate of return on its investments and because the
purpose of DFIs is to make loans to the target group. (An SDR of 100 percent implies
that a DFI could become subsidy-independent by doubling the yield on both loans and
investments. Even if the DFI could double the yield on loans, however, it could not
double the yield on investments without incurring much more risk. Thus, the
elimination of subsidy would imply more than a doubling of the yield on loans,
suggesting that the SDR understates subsidy and overstates subsidy-independence.)
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For example, the SDR gives an unfair assessment of Grameen Bank, probably
the best-known DFI in the world (YB&P, 1997, p. 146):
[The SDR] results in an understatement of Grameen’s dependence on
subsidies, particularly during its initial years of operation, when a larger
share of its financial resources was invested in the capital market. The
measure therefore also underestimates the subsequent progress Grameen
made in reducing its dependence on subsidies as the share of funds
invested in the capital market declined relative to the share of funds
loaned to clients. Following [the logic of the SDR], a microfinance
institution could appear increasingly independent of subsidies simply by
reducing its loans outstanding.
6.1.2 How is the SDR motivated?
KK&K justify the SDR as follows (1995, p. 46):
As part of a prudent risk-reducing policy, a financial institution may
diversify its financial resources to maximize expected return and profit.
This needs to be taken into account while calculating the SDI. Otherwise,
even if everything else remains the same, a portfolio mix can yield a
higher profit for a program that diversifies resources compared to a
program that only lends, and consequently, [the] SDI differs by program.
While more loans may indeed mean more losses if the rush to make more loans
leads to more default, the above claim is weak on two counts. First, the variance of the
SDI across DFIs is not a weakness but a strength. A measure that did not vary would
be useless. Second, the SDI does account for the diversification of assets because the
measure of subsidy in the numerator includes profit and thus, by definition, all revenue
from all sources, including investments.
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KK&K also offer a second motivation of the SDR (1995, p. 47):
To the extent that a program always minimizes its income risk through
portfolio diversification, the SDR appears more consistent than the SDI
with such a practice, and consequently is subject to less variation over
time and across programs.
We disagree with this claim on two counts. First, few DFIs minimize income
risk. Indeed, KK&K suggest that DFIs “maximize expected return and profit” (p. 46),
which would require anything but to minimize risk. Second, variation in how funds are
split between investment and lending over time and across programs has the same
effect on the numerator of both the SDR and the SDI. The fact that the denominator of
the SDR is always greater than or equal to the denominator of the SDI means that the
SDR will be less than or equal than the SDI. While this does indeed imply that the
SDR has less variation than the SDI, the reduced sensitivity also means that the SDR
dampens differences and so is less useful as a tool to assess performance.
Finally, KK&K claim that the SDI prescribes higher yields on loans as the only
way to reduce subsidy dependence. This is not true (Yaron, 1992a and 1992b).
Increased yields on loans may indeed often be the easiest, quickest, and most practical
way to decrease subsidy dependence, but a DFI that pursues efficiency will also use
economies of scale, high recuperation, decreases in operating costs, and increases in
deposit mobilization. For the example DFI and for the sample of DFIs in Benjamin
(1994), subsidy independence resulted not so much from increased interest rates as from
improved efficiency with age and growth.
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6.1.3 What is the SDR for the example DFI?
The SDR has the same numerator as the SDI but a bigger denominator:
SDR01 


mEA(mc)KP
,
LP  i  I  j
0.10  1,100  200  ( 0.10  0.05 )  500  200
,
1,050  0.40  100  0.05

(47)

 420 / 425  0.988 .
The SDI was 420/420=1.00 (line Cx of Table 4), saying that the example DFI
could be subsidy-independent if the yield on loans increased by 100 percent. In contrast,
the SDR says that the example DFI could be subsidy-independent if the yields both on
loans and on investments increased by 99 percent. Most DFIs are price makers for their
loans to their specific target groups and price takers for their investments. Thus a DFI
could probably increase the yield on loans but not the yield on investments.
To see the weakness of the SDR, suppose that the example DFI got an
additional direct grant DG of 1,000 at the start of Year 01 and invested it at a yield j
of 5 percent. If the new direct grant does not increase expenses, accounting profits grow
by 1,0000.05=50. Average equity grows by 1,025, the 1,000 granted at the start of the
year plus half of 50, the additional profit from the investment in the year. The DFI
used more public funds but did not produce any more loans to the target group. The
SDI reflects this downturn in performance because it increases by 0.13, from 1.00 to
1.13:
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SDI 01 


mEA(mc)KP
,
LP  i
0.10  ( 1,100  1,025 )  200  ( 0.10  0.05 )  500  ( 200  50 )
,
1,050  0.40

(48)

 472.5 / 420  1.13 .
The SDR, in contrast, increases only 0.007, from 0.988 to 0.995:
SDR 01 


mEA(mc)KP
,
LP  i  I  j
0.10  ( 1,100  1,025 )  200  ( 0.10  0.05 )  500  ( 200  50 )
,
1,050  0.40  ( 100  1,000 )  0.05

(49)

 472.5 / 475  0.995 .
Social cost increased from 420 to 472.5, and the DFI produced the same loans to
the target group. How did the performance of the DFI change? The SDI suggests that it
worsened a lot. In contrast, the SDR suggests that it barely changed.
If (mj)/j < SDR, then investments of additional direct grants will decrease the
SDR even though the SDI increases. In the example above, m=0.10, j=0.05, and
investment of additional direct grants increased the SDR slightly because
(0.100.05)/0.05 = 1 > SDR  0.988. Usually, however, (mj)/j < SDR. For example,
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if the return on investments j increased from 0.05 to 0.06, then (0.100.06)/0.06  0.667
< SDR  0.988. Investment of additional direct grants still increases the SDI, from 1.00
to 1.10:

SDI 01 


mEA(mc)KP
,
LP  i
0.10  ( 1,100  1,030 )  200  ( 0.10  0.05 )  500  ( 200  60 )
,
1,050  0.40

(50)

 463 / 420  1.10 .
The SDR, however, decreases, from 0.988 to 0.953:
SDR 01 


mEA(mc)KP
,
LP  i  I  j
0.10  ( 1,100  1,030 )  200  ( 0.10  0.05 )  500  ( 200  60 )
,
1,050  0.40  ( 100  1,000 )  0.06

(51)

 463 / 486  0.953 .
Investment of additional public funds increased social cost from 420 to 463. The
SDI increased to reflect this, but the SDR decreased, suggesting that subsidy
dependence decreased even though more public resources were used to produce the
same output for the target group. Hence, the SDR is not a useful measure of subsidy
dependence.

6.2 The Profitability Gap of Sacay
Three concerns prompted Sacay (1996) to propose the Profitability Gap (PG) as
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an alternative to the SDI. First, Sacay wanted to compare subsidy with equity. Second,
Sacay wanted to account for the subsidies implicit when a government allows a DFI to
fall below minimum legal standards for capital adequacy. Third, Sacay said that the
SDI assumes that subsidy can be decreased only by increases in the yield on loans.
These concerns are unfounded (Belli, 1996b). First, a function of the measure of
subsidy in the SDI is already equivalent to an SAROE. Second, most DFIs meet legal
capital requirements. For those DFIs that do not, the PG proposed by Sacay counts
some subsidies twice. Third, the SDI does not claim that the only way to remove
subsidy is to increase the yield on loans.
6.2.1 What question does the PG answer?
The PG tells how far from a target SAROE is a DFI that gets subsidies from an
exemption from legal capital standards, but this is not a very useful question. Given a
target SAROE of m, the PG of Sacay is:

PG  m 

P  A  ( m  c )  max ( 0, E min  E )
E  max ( 0, E min  E )

,

(52)

where E min is the minimum equity required by law and

max ( 0, E

min

E) 

0 if 0  E min  E ,

E min  E if E min  E > 0 .

Sacay calls max(0, E minE) the capital deficiency. If capital exceeds the legal
minimum, then the deficiency is zero. Otherwise, it is the minimum less actual equity.
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With no capital deficiency, E minE0 and so max(0, E minE)=0. The PG is then:
PGNo deficiency  m 

PA(mc)0
,
E0

(53)

EmA(mc)P

.
E

The numerator of the PG with no capital deficiency, except for the lack of K, is
the same as subsidy in the SDI. Without K, donors could force the PG as low as they
like with profit grants. We adjust the PG to prevent this:
PG No deficiency 

EmA(mc)KP
S
 .
E
E

(54)

With no capital deficiency, the PG compares subsidy with equity rather than
with revenue from loans. Like the SDI, the PG is negative if and only if a SubsidyAdjusted ROE exceeds the opportunity cost m:

PG  0 

m  E  TP
TP
 0  m  E  TP  0  m  E  TP  m 
.
E
E

(55)

For a capital-deficient DFI, the PG proposed by Sacay (with K added) is:


PGDeficiency Sacay  m 


P  A  ( m  c )  K  ( E min  E )
E  ( E min  E )

,

E min  m  A  ( m  c )  K  [ P  ( E min  E ) ]
E min

(56)
.

The PG proposed by Sacay would adjust capital up to its legal minimum, taking
the needed capital from profit and making it unavailable to compensate for subsidies.
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While it does make sense to charge an opportunity cost m against the full minimum
capital requirement Emin, it does not make sense to take EminE from profit P. This
would impute a social cost of 1+m for each dollar of capital deficiency, m for the use of
the dollar for the year, and 1 because the dollar was used up. But the dollar was not
used up, so the correct PG with capital deficiency should replace E with Emin but not
take the difference from profit:


PGdeficiency 

E min  m  A  ( m  c )  K  P
E min

.

(57)

None of the six example DFIs in Sacay (1996) had capital deficiencies. Whether
the level of capital is adequate or deficient, the social opportunity cost of funds used by
a DFI should be adjusted to reflect the risk due to its leverage (Benjamin, 1994).
6.2.2 Decreased subsidy dependence through an increased yield on loans
The SDI does not assume that an increased yield on loans is the only way to
decrease subsidy dependence. Among a host of factors, the SDI depends on loan
recuperation, deposit mobilization, and administrative costs. The classic statement of
the SDI repeatedly insists that a DFI can decrease its subsidy dependence in many
ways (Yaron, 1992b, pp. 5, 7, 23).
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6.3 The average SDI of Hulme and Mosley
Two important works compute four-year averages of SDIs for ten DFIs around
the world (Mosley and Hulme, 1998; Hulme and Mosley, 1996, p. 44). The broad
conclusions of these works depend on the average SDIs because they help to determine
which DFIs are analyzed as ones with a focus on growth and sustainability.
The average SDI of Hulme and Mosley has two problems. First, it cannot be
interpreted as the percentage increase in revenue on loans that would make subsidy
zero. Second, its formula in the one-year case does not seem meaningful.
6.3.1 The ratio of averages and the average of ratios
The ratio of averages is not the same as the average of ratios:

ab
2
cd
2



a b

c d
.
2

(58)

The SDI is a ratio. Hulme and Mosley computed the average SDI as the average
of ratios, the right-hand side of equation 58. But only the ratio of averages—the lefthand side of equation 58—keeps the meaning of the SDI as the percentage increase in
lending that, all else constant, would make the sum of subsidy through the years zero.
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For the first two years of the example DFI, the average SDI computed as the
average of ratios (right-hand side of equation 58) is:

a b

c d
2

S1


LP1  i1



S2
LP2  i2

2



420
540

420 1,080
2

 0.75 .

(59)

A 75-percent increase in the yield on loans would increase profit in the first year
by 0.75420=315. Using start equity E0 and not average equity E, this leaves a subsidy
of 420315=105. In the second year, profits would increase by 0.751,080=810. This
leaves a subsidy of 540810=270. The sum of subsidy in the two years is not zero but
105270=165.
In contrast, the ratio of averages (left-hand side of equation 58) is:

ab
2
cd
2



S1  S2
LP1  i1  LP2  i2



420  540
 0.64 .
420  1,080

(60)

A 64-percent increase in the yield on loans would increase profit in the first year
by 0.64420=268.8. Using start equity E0 and not average equity E, this leaves a
subsidy of 420268.8=151.2. In the second year, profits would increase by
0.641,080=691.2. This leaves a subsidy of 540691.2=151.2. The sum of subsidy in
the two years is now zero.
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In any case, the SDI should not be averaged across years because it is
meaningful only in short time frames. In long time frames, a full picture of subsidy
dependence requires a measure that discounts flows by when they take place (Schreiner,
1997). If, as in Hulme and Mosley, the SDI is averaged through a long time frame
anyway, then the analyst should divide the sum of subsidy in all years by the sum of
revenue from loans in all years. This would preserve the interpretation of the SDI.
6.3.2 The loan portfolio LP as a proxy for public debt A
Public debt A is a liability of a DFI, and the loan portfolio LP is an asset. In
general, the two are not equal. In fact, they differ markedly when the DFI mobilizes
savings or when the DFI has a high ratio of equity to assets. Hulme and Mosley (1996,
p. 92), however, replace A with LP in their measure subsidy dependence. They also
change the expression (mc) in the discount on public debt to (cm):
Subsidy in Hulme and Mosley 

m  E  LP  ( c  m )  K  P
.
LP  i

(61)

The formula in Hulme and Mosley (1996) follows neither the spirit nor the letter
of the SDI. In private correspondence, Hulme and Mosley state that they deliberately
replaced A with LP, but they do not say whether the switch of c and m (which makes
the discount on public debt negative) is a typographical error. We cannot follow the
logic of replacing A with LP because the social opportunity cost applies to the public
funds used by a DFI, not to the funds loaned to the target group. Otherwise, a DFI
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that did not lend would have less subsidy than one that did. In later work (1998, p.
789), Hulme and Mosley write out the standard SDI formula, although they do not
elaborate on the shift in the tool used to measure subsidy in DFIs.
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Appendix 1. A framework to approximate the
opportunity costs of private entities

This appendix presents a framework to approximate the opportunity costs of
debt and equity for private entities is based on Benjamin (1994).

1.1 What is the price of private debt?
1.1.1 When will deposits replace public debt?
If a DFI takes deposits, it is assumed that deposits will replace public debt. The
base cost is taken as the rate the DFI pays on deposits plus a mark-up of three
percentage points (Benjamin, 1994; Yaron, 1992b). This assumes that a DFI could
attract more deposits at the same rate it pays now. In practice, the assumed mark-up
for administrative costs would be based on actual expected costs.
The example DFI paid 5 percent on deposits (line He of Table 11). With the
mark-up, private deposits would cost 8 percent (line Hg).
1.1.2 When will market debt replace public debt?
If a DFI does not take deposits, then it is assumed that private debt replaces
public debt. The cost of private debt is taken as the local prime rate plus a premium
for risk. Most DFIs are far riskier than blue-chip, prime-rate borrowers. In the example,
the prime rate is 9 percent (line Hh of Table 11).
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In some cases, a DFI that lost public support might replace some equity with
private debt. But most DFIs are too weak to borrow on the market even with equity
propped up by subsidized funds. Furthermore, lenders are unlikely to adjust interest
rates more than a few percentage points to compensate for extra risk. Thus most DFIs
would not replace public equity with private debt.
1.1.2.1 How does experience affect the price of private debt?
Less-experienced DFIs pay more for private debt. Benjamin (1994) assumes that
experience premium to be added to prime rate is 2/100/n, where n is the age of the DFI
in years. All else constant, young DFIs are riskier than old DFIs because lenders do not
know them as well and because they are more likely to go bankrupt. The example DFI
adds 0.02 in the first year, 0.01 in the second year, and about 0.007 in the third year
(line Hj of Table 11).
As with the mark-up for administrative costs to handle extra deposits, this crude
assumption is meant to capture the spirit of risk premia for experience. In most cases,
these numbers will provide a consistent base for comparison. In some cases, however,
the analyst can pick risk premia matched to a specific DFI.
1.1.2.2 How does profitability affect the price of private debt?
Profitable DFIs pay less for private debt because they are less risky. Benjamin
(1994) illustrates this with a rule: If the DFI has an ROE of less than zero, then add
0.03 to the prime rate. If ROE is more than zero but less than the prime rate, then add
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0.02. If ROE is more than the prime rate but less than twice the prime rate, then add
0.01. Otherwise, add nothing.
For the example DFI, the adjustment for profitability is zero in Years 01 and 03
(line Hl of Table 11). In Year 02, the adjustment is 0.01.
The sum of the prime rate, the adjustment for profitability, and the adjustment
for experience is m, the assumed private opportunity cost of public debt replaced with
private debt. In the example, m is 11 percent in the first two years and 10 percent in
the third year (line Hm of Table 11).

1.2 What is the price of private equity?
Equity costs more than debt because it is riskier. Benjamin (1994) estimates the
price of private equity M by adding a premium for risk to the price of private debt m.
Leverage L is the ratio of liabilities to equity. As a DFI has more leverage,
owners demand a higher return on equity (Modigliani and Miller, 1958). More debt with
a constant amount of equity means more fixed obligations and thus a higher risk to
equity if revenues fall short. A bankrupt firm pays creditors before shareholders, so
shareholders bear more risk as a DFI uses more debt. The example DFI does not have
much leverage, ranging from 0.36 to 0.48 (line Hr of Table 11).
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Based on historical data on leverage and ROE in the United States, Benjamin
(1994) related M, the private opportunity cost of equity, to m, the private opportunity
cost of public debt, and to L, leverage:

M  m  ( 1.1  0.1  L ) .

(62)

For example, a DFI without debt would need to pay 1.1m to attract private
capital. A DFI with a debt:equity ratio of 9:1 would need to pay 2m to attract private
capital. For the example DFI, M in its first three years is 13 percent, 13 percent, and 11
percent (line Hs of Table 11). This is about two percentage points higher than m.
This framework provides general guidelines and does not substitute for the
judgement of the analyst and his or her specific knowledge of a particular DFI. For
most public DFIs, the risk of the loss of public support and the pure business risk of its
untested financial and organization technology may swamp the risk due to its financial
leverage.
For the example DFI, Table 12 computes an SDI using the private opportunity
cost. Thus, it measures costs not to society but to private investors. This private SDI is
a measure of the increase in the yield on loans that, all else constant, would allow a
DFI to show a profit and to compensate for the private opportunity cost of funds,
assuming that all public funds were replaced by private funds. For society, the SDI was
1.00, 0.50, and 0.00 (line Cx of Table 4). For a private entity, the SDI is 1.07, 0.57, and
0.02 (line Ix of Table 12).
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Table 2: Balance sheet
Line

As of 12/31/00 12/31/01 12/31/02 12/31/03

Aa
Ab
Ac
Ad
Ae
Af
Ag

Assets
Cash
Loan portfolio (gross)
Reserve for loan losses
Loan Portfolio (net),
Investments, I
Fixed assets (net)
Total assets

Ah
Ai
Aj
Ak

Liabilities
Deposit libs.
Private debt
Public debt, A
Total liabilities

Data
Data
Data
LAb+Ac
Data
Data
Aa+Ad+Ae+A

Data
Data
Data
Ah+Ai+Aj

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

600
2,100
0
2,100
200
100
3,000

700
3,300
0
3,300
400
200
4,600

800
5,200
0
5,200
600
200
6,800

0
0
0
0

200
200
400
800

400
300
800
1,500

600
400
1,200
2,200

300
1,700
200
2,200
3,000

645
2,000
455
3,100
4,600

910
2,300
1,390
4,600
6,800

Equity
Al Paid-in capital, PC
Data
0
Am Direct grants, DG
Data
0
An Retained earnings
An(t-1)+Bm
0
Ao
Total equity
Al+Am+An
0
Ap
Total equity & libs Ak+Ao
0
Source: Example of authors. Money figures in constant
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Table 3: Income statement
Line
For the year endin 12/31/00 12/31/01 12/31/02 12/31/03
Ba Rev. from loans, LP*i
Data
0
420
1,080
1,700
Bb Rev. investments, I*j
Data
0
5
15
25
Bc
Total rev. operations
Ba+Bb
0
425
1,095
1,725
Bd Exp. int. deposit libs.
Be Exp. int. private debt
Bf Exp. int. public debt, A*c
Bg
Total int. exp.
Bh
Financial margin

Data
Data
Data
Bd+Be+Bf
Bc-Bg

0
0
0
0
0

5
10
10
25
400

15
25
30
70
1,025

25
35
50
110
1,615

Bi Exp. prov. reserve for loan
Bj Exp. admin.
Bk
Operating margin
Bl Rev. grants, RG
Bm
Accounting profit, P

Data
Data
Bh-(Bi+Bj
Data
Bk+Bl

0
0
0
0
0

0
600
(200)
400
200

0
1,170
(145)
400
255

0
1,080
535
400
935

100

100

100

Memo item:
Bn Discounts on expenses, DX Data
0
Source: Example of authors. Money figures in constant
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Table 4: Calculation of the SDI
Line
Ca Start equity
Cb End equity
Cc
Ave. equity, E

For the year end 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0
Al(t-1)+Am(t-1)+An
0
2,200
3,100
Al+Am+An
2,200
3,100
4,600
(Ca+Cb)/2
1,100
2,650
3,850

Cd Opp. cost of society, m
Data
Ce
Subsidy on equity, E*m Cc*Cd

0.10
110

0.10
265

0.10
385

Cf Start public debt
Cg End public debt
Ch
Ave. public debt, A

0
400
200

400
800
600

800
1,200
1,000

Ci Exp. int. public debt, A*c Bf
Cj
Rate paid public debt, c Ci/Ch

10
0.05

30
0.05

50
0.05

Ck Opp. cost public debt, m Data
Cl
Disc. public debt, A*(m-Ch*(Ck-Cj)

0.10
10

0.10
30

0.10
50

Cm Rev. grants, RG
Bl
Cn Discounts on expenses, DX Bn
Co
K
Cm+Cn

400
100
500

400
100
500

400
100
500

Cp Accounting profit, P
Cq
Subsidy, S

200
420

255
540

935
0

0
2,100
1,050

2,100
3,300
2,700

3,300
5,200
4,250

Aj(t-1)
Aj
(Cf+Cg)/2

Bm
Ce+Cl+Co-Cp

Cr Start loan portfolio (net) Ad(t-1)
Cs End loan portfolio (net)
Ad
Ct
Ave. loan port. (net), LP(Cr+Cs)/2
Cu Rev. from loans, LP*i
Cv
Yield on lending, i

Ba
Cu/Ct

420
0.40

1,080
0.40

1,700
0.40

Cw Rev. from lending, LP*i

Ct*Cv

420

1,080

1,700

1.00

0.50

0.00

Cx Subsidy Dependence Index, Cq/Cw

Cy Yield on lending, i
Cv
0.40
Cz Change in yield
Cy*Cx
0.40
Caa
Subsidy-free yield
Cy+Cz
0.80
Source: Example of authors. Money figures in constant units. Average equity
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0.40
0.20
0.60
includes

0.40
0.00
0.40
profit

Table 5: Alternative calc. of the SDI
Line
Da Opp. cost of society, m
Db Start equity, E0
Dc
E0*m

Cd
Ca
Da*Db

For the year endi 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0
0.10
0.10
0.10
0
2,200
3,100
0
220
310

Dd End direct grants
Am
De Start direct grants
Am(t-1)
Df
Change direct grants, DGDd-De

1,700
0
1,700

2,000
1,700
300

2,300
2,000
300

Dg End paid-in capital
Al
Dh Start paid-in capital
Al(t-1)
Di
Change paid-in capital, PDg-Dh

300
0
300

645
300
345

910
645
265

Dj Discount public debt, A*(m-Cl

10

30

50

Dk Rev. grants, RG
Bl
Dl Discounts on expenses, DX Bn

400
100

400
100

400
100

200
(310)

255
(275)

935
385

Dm Accounting profit, P
Dn
True profit, TP

Bm
Dm-(Dj+Dk+Dl)

Do

Dc+(Da/2)*(Df+Di+Dj+Dk+Dl+Dn

420

540

Ba

420

1,080

1,700

0.50

0.00

Subsidy, S

Dp Rev. from loans, LP*i

Dq Subsidy Dependence Index, Do/Dp
1.00
Source: Example of authors. Money figures in constant units. Average equity includes prof
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0

Table 6: ROE, SAROE, ROA, SAROA
Line
Ea
Eb
Ec
Ed
Ee

For the year endi 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0
Accounting profit, P
Bm
200
255
935
Rev. grants, RG
Bl
400
400
400
Discount public debt, A*( Cl
10
30
50
Discounts on expenses, DXBn
100
100
100
True profit, TP
Ea-(Eb+Ec+Ed
(310)
(275)
385

Ef Start equity
Eg End equity
Eh
Ave. equity, E

Ao(t-1)
Ao
(Ef+Eg)/2

0
2,200
1,100

2,200
3,100
2,650

3,100
4,600
3,850

Ei Start assets
Ej End assets
Ek
Ave. assets

Ag(t-1)
Ag
(Ei+Ej)/2

0
3,000
1,500

3,000
4,600
3,800

4,600
6,800
5,700

El ROA
Em Subsidy-adjusted ROA

Ea/Ek
Ee/Ek

0.13
(0.21)

0.07
(0.07)

0.16
0.07

En ROE
Ea/Eh
0.18
0.10
0.24
Eo Subsidy-adjusted ROE
Ee/Eh
(0.28)
(0.10)
0.10
Source: Example of authors. Money figures in constant units. Average equity includes
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Table 7: Net present cost to society
(NPCS)
Line

For the year endi 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0

For one-year time frames
Fa
Disc. flow at end of year
Fb
Disc. flow middle of year

1/(1+Cd)
[1/(1+Cd)]^0.5

Fc
Fd

For time frames that start at birt
Disc. flow at end of year
Fc(t-1)/(1+Cd)
Disc. flow middle of year
Fc(t-1)*[1/(1+Cd)]^0.5

Fe
Ff
Fg
Fh
Fi
Fj
Fk
Fl

Change direct grants, DG
Df
Change paid-in capital, PC
Di
Rev. grants, RG
Bl
Discount public debt, A*(m-c)
Cl
Discounts on expenses, DX
Bn
Fresh funds in year, FF
Fe+Ff+Fg+Fh+Fi
Accum. discounted fresh funds Fk(t-1)+Fd*Fj
Accum. fresh funds
Fl(t-1)+Fj

0.9091
0.9535

0.9091
0.9535

0.9091
0.9535

0.9091
0.9535

0.8264
0.8668

0.7513
0.7880

1,700
300
400
10
100
2,510
2,393
2,510

300
345
400
30
100
1,175
3,412
3,685

300
265
400
50
100
1,115
4,290
4,800

Fm True profit, TP
Fn
Accum. True profit

Dn
Fn(t-1)+Fm

Fo Start equity at birth, E0
Fp Start equity this year, E0
Fq
One-year NPCs
Fr
NPCs from birth

Ao0
Ao(t-1)
(1-Fa)*Fp+Fj*(Fb-Fa)-Fm
(1-Fc)*Fo+Fk-Fc*Fl-Fn*F

0
0
393
393

0
2,200
502
850

0
3,100
(19)
834

Fs Revenue from lending, LP*i
Ft
Accum. rev. from lending

Ba
Ft(t-1)+Fs

420
420

1,080
1,500

1,700
3,200

1.03
1.03

0.51
0.69

(0.01)
0.35

Fu
One-year SDI with NPCs
Fq/(Fa*Fs)
Fv
Long-run SDI
Fr/(Fc*Ft)
Source: Example of authors. Money figures in constant units.
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(310)
(310)

(275)
(585)

385
(200)

Table 8: Balance sheet w/ loan losses
Line

As of 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0

Ja
Jb
Jc
Jd
Je
Jf
Jg

Assets
Cash
Data
Loan portfolio (gross)
Data
Reserve for loan losses
Data
Loan Portfolio (net), LP Jb+Jc
Investments, I
Data
Fixed assets (net)
Data
Total assets
Ja+Jd+Je+J

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

600
2,100
(100)
2,000
200
100
2,900

700
3,300
(100)
3,200
400
200
4,500

800
5,200
(100)
5,100
600
200
6,700

Jh
Ji
Jj
Jk

Liabilities
Deposit libs.
Private debt
Public debt, A
Total liabilities

0
0
0
0

200
200
400
800

400
300
800
1,500

600
400
1,200
2,200

300
1,700
100
2,100
2,900

645
2,000
255
2,900
4,400

910
2,300
1,090
4,300
6,500

Data
Data
Data
Jh+Ji+Jj

Equity
Jl Paid-in capital, PC
Data
0
Jm Direct grants, DG
Data
0
Jn Retained earnings
Jn(t-1)+Km
0
Jo
Total equity
Jl+Jm+Jn
0
Jp
Total equity & libs. Jk+Jo
0
Source: Example of authors. Money figures in constant u
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Table 9: Income stmt. w/loan losses
Line
For the year endin 12/31/00 12/31/01 12/31/02 12/31/03
Ka Rev. from loans, LP*i
Data
0
420
1,080
1,700
Kb Rev. investments, I*j
Data
0
5
15
25
Kc
Total rev. operations
Ka+Kb
0
425
1,095
1,725
Kd Exp. int. deposit libs.
Ke Exp. int. private debt
Kf Exp. int. public debt, A*c
Kg
Total int. exp.
Kh
Financial margin

Data
Data
Data
Kd+Ke+K
Kc-Kg

0
0
0
0
0

5
10
10
25
400

15
25
30
70
1,025

25
35
50
110
1,615

Ki Exp. prov. reserve for loan
Kj Exp. admin.
Kk
Operating margin
Kl Rev. grants, RG
Km
Accounting profit, P

loData
Data
Kh-(Ki+Kj
Data
Kk+Kl

0
0
0
0
0

100
600
(300)
400
100

100
1,170
(245)
400
155

100
1,080
435
400
835

100

100

100

Memo item:
Kn Discounts on expenses, DX Data
0
Source: Example of authors. Money figures in constant
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Table 10: Summary with loan losses
Line
For the year ending
12/31/00 12/31/01 12/31/02 12/31/03
Ga Subsidy, S
Not shown
495
565
(25)
Gb Subsidy Dependence Index, SNot shown
1.18
0.52
(0.01)
Gc ROA
Gd Subsidy-adjusted ROA

Not shown
Not shown

0.07
(0.27)

0.04
(0.09)

0.15
0.07

Ge ROE
Gf Subsidy-adjusted ROE

Not shown
Not shown

0.10
(0.37)

0.06
(0.13)

0.23
0.11

Gg One-year NPCs
Gh NPCs from birth

Not shown
Not shown

465
465

527
944

(41)
910

Gi One-year SDI with NPCs
Not shown
1.22
0.54
(0.03)
Gj Long-run SDI
Not shown
1.22
0.76
0.38
Source: Example of authors. Money figures in constant units. Average equity includes
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Table 11: Private opportunity costs
Line
For the year endi 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0
Ha Start deposit libs.
Ah(t-1)
0
200
400
Hb End deposit libs.
Ah
200
400
600
Hc
Ave. deposit libs., Dep
(Ha+Hb)/2
100
300
500
Hd Exp. int. deposit libs.
Bd
5
15
25
He
Rate paid deposit libs., d
Hd/Hc
0.05
0.05
0.05
Hf Adj. for extra admin. costs
Data
0.03
0.03
0.03
Hg
Opp. cost public debt for deps He+Hf
0.08
0.08
0.08
Hh Prime rate
Hi Age of DFI in years
Hj
Premium for age

Data
Data
2/100/Hi

0.09
1
0.02

0.09
2
0.010

0.09
3
0.007

Hk ROE
Hl
Premium for profitability
Hm
Opp. cost, debt for debt, m

En
See text
Hh+Hj+Hl

0.18
0.00
0.11

0.10
0.01
0.11

0.24
0.00
0.10

Hn Start total liabilities
Ho End total liabilities
Hp
Ave. total liabilities

Ak(t-1)
Ak
(Hn+Ho)/2

0
800
400

800
1,500
1,150

1,500
2,200
1,850

Hq Ave. equity, E
Hr
Leverage, L

Cc
Hp/Hq

1,100
0.36

2,650
0.43

3,850
0.48

Hs
Opp. cost of equity, M
Hm*(1.1+0.1*H
0.13
0.13
Source: Example of the authors based on Benjamin (1994). Money figures in cons
Average equity includes profit in curren

0.11
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Table 12: SDI w/private opp. costs
Line
Ia Start equity
Ib End equity
Ic
Ave. equity, E

For the year endi 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0 12/31/0
Al(t-1)+Am(t-1)+An
0
2,200
3,100
Al+Am+An
2,200
3,100
4,600
(Ia+Ib)/2
1,100
2,650
3,850

Id Opp. cost of private entities, MHs
Ie
Subsidy on equity, E*M
Ic*Id

0.13
138

0.13
333

0.11
427

If Start public debt
Ig End public debt
Ih
Ave. public debt, A

0
400
200

400
800
600

800
1,200
1,000

Exp. int. public debt, A*c
Bf
Rate paid for public debt, c Ii/Ih

10
0.05

30
0.05

50
0.05

Ik Opp. cost public debt, m
Hm
Il
Disc. public debt, A*(m-c) Ih*(Ik-Ij)

0.11
12

0.11
36

0.10
47

Im Rev. grants, RG
In Discounts on expenses, DX
Io
K

Bl
Bn
Im+In

400
100
500

400
100
500

400
100
500

Ip Accounting profit, P
Iq
Subsidy, S

Bm
Ie+Il+Io-Ip

200
450

255
614

935
39

Ir Start loan portfolio (net)
Is End loan portfolio (net)
It
Ave. loan port. (net), LP

Ad(t-1)
Ad
(Ir+Is)/2

0
2,100
1,050

2,100
3,300
2,700

3,300
5,200
4,250

Iu Rev. from loans, LP*i
Iv
Yield on lending, i

Ba
Iu/It

420
0.40

1,080
0.40

1,700
0.40

Iw Rev. from lending, LP*i

It*Iv

420

1,080

1,700

1.07

0.57

0.02

Ii
Ij

Aj(t-1)
Aj
(If+Ig)/2

Ix Subsidy Dependence Index, SD Iq/Iw
Iy Yield on lending, i
Iz Change in yield
Iaa
Subsidy-free yield
Source: Example of authors. Money

Iv
0.40
0.40
0.40
Iy*Ix
0.43
0.23
0.01
Iy+Iz
0.83
0.63
0.41
figures in constant units. Average equity includes profit in cu
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